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Te current special issue focuses on reporting the latest ad-
vances achieved in the feld of polymeric composite
manufacturing. Te addressed polymeric composites rep-
resent an advanced functional material being extensively
utilized in various industries. Tis type of material shows
higher specifc mechanical properties and better structural
functionalities compared with conventional alloys and steels.
Polymeric composites are often fabricated by reinforcing
fbres and polymer matrices, showing anisotropic behaviour
and heterogeneous structure. Mechanical manufacturing,
such as trimming, turning, and drilling, are essential oper-
ations to shape the composite specimens into desired quality
and target dimensions.However, polymeric composites show
very poor machinability owing to their inherent anisotropic
behaviour. Te manufacture of polymeric composites in-
volves issues such as the design of the processing operations,
the optimization of the machining parameters, the mini-
mization of the manufacturing damage, the quantifcation of
accuracy and quality, the monitoring of manufacturing
outputs, and the control of tool wear.

Tis special issue aims to discuss the recent research
challenges and achievements in manufacturing polymeric
composites, covering both experimental and nume-
rical investigations. Rigorous peer-review processes were

undertaken to ensure the academic quality of the published
papers. It is hoped that the contributions collected in this
special issue can provide useful information as a basis for a
better understanding of the manufacturing science and
technology of polymeric composites and may further aid the
development of advancedmanufacturing techniques for other
engineering composites.
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(e drilling process is the most essential in the final assembly of the mechanical parts. Natural fiber based composites replace
traditional materials due to their advantages, such as strength to weight ratio, availability, and environmental hazards. In this
work, an attempt has been made to find the minimum thrust force produced by the drill tool at specified drilling process
parameters.(e drilling process parameters used for the investigation are rotational speed, tool feed, and resins.(e spindle speed
and feed rate are selected with three levels.(ree resin materials were used, namely, epoxy, polyester, and vinyl ester. Taguchi’s L27
orthogonal array was implemented. (e result shows that the candlestick drill bit generated lesser thrust force at the specified
drilling process parameters, followed by the twist and step cone drill bits.

1. Introduction

Environmental protection is the main focus towards the use of
cellulose fiber as reinforcement in the polymer matrix. Natural
fibers havingmany advantages compared to synthetic fibers are
lightweight, available in plenty, biodegradable, and no hazards
to the environment. Hence, they are used as load transfer
material in composite material. However, they have few
drawbacks compared to synthetic materials, such as poor re-
sistance to water, lesser modulus, and lower strength. Few
authors reported the different studies in the natural fiber based
composites, namely, hemp, abaca, sisal, banana, oil palm, and
wood pulp [1–3]. (e strength and stiffness characteristics of
the natural fiber based composite can be improved by in-
creasing interfacial bonding of the fibers and matrixes [4].

(e machining of the fiber based composite is com-
plicated due to the property difference and the fiber ori-
entation nature of the natural fibers reinforcement [5].
Hence, it is required special attention to analyze fiber based
composite compared to homogeneous machining. During
drilling of the fiber strengthened composite, the effect of
the mechanical and thermal properties is more. Hence, the
selection of the process factors of the drilling process and
the experimental conditions is more essential to produce
quality machining. During fiber based composite ma-
chining process, the manufacturing defects produced are
cracks, voids, fiber pullouts, delamination, and thermal
defects. (e following factors are considered to determine
the machinability of the fiber-reinforced composite: tool
materials, tool geometry, cutting condition, and type of
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machining process [6–8].(e other factors, namely, surface
roughness, roundness, and residual stress, are considered
less critical.

Drilling is an essential machining process in the final
assembly process of the manufacturing industry [9–13].
Different methods are used to make a hole on the fiber based
composite. However, the most common traditional method
has been employed. According to the forces generated
during drilling, drilling is more complicated than another
machining process. Few other factors affect the hole quality,
namely, delamination fiber pullouts and surface roughness.
To overcome the defects generated during the drilling
process, it is required to develop proper experimental
procedures, machining conditions, and cutting conditions
[5, 14, 15].

(e composites are inclined towards delamination and
fiber pullouts due to their unidirectional properties.(e hole
quality is checked by visual inspection that is a standard
assessment method. (e delamination defects may be
present, namely, peel-up and push-down delamination in
the drilled hole.(emeasurement of the delamination in the
natural fiber based composite is either direct or indirect.
Indirect measurement measures delamination factors such
as chip produced, damage width, surface unevenness, and
delamination factor. (e indirect measurement includes
assessment of axial force, torque, and power generation
during the drilling process.

In most of the direct assessment methods of delami-
nation, the essential parameter considered is the delami-
nation factor.(e delamination is majorly classified into two
types, namely, push-down and peel-up delamination. (e
following parameters are considered appropriate to avoid
defects during the drilling process: drill rate, cutting speed,
tool shape, and experimental conditions [16]. Feito et al. [17]
found the lesser axial force and delamination factor during
drilling at a low drill rate using stepped drill geometry. In
addition, the backplate can be used to diminish delamina-
tion factor and axial force and obtain quality holes. (ey
stated that the best contract is obtained between the ex-
perimental results and the mathematical model. (e in-
vestigation was carried out with flax-based composite and
found that the defacing factor reduces with drill rate.

Additionally, different factor accounts in the numerical
model have been validated with experimental results [18].
Vinayagamoorthy et al. analyzed the hole-making charac-
teristics of the vetiver-based composite. (e drill’s drilling
rate and point angle mainly influence the push-out defacing,
but the effect of the spindle speed is very minimal. (ey also
found that the spindle speed, drill rate, and point angle
majorly influence the peel-up defacing [19]. Rezghi Maleki
et al. found that the feed rate has influenced the axial force
generation during drilling jute-based fibers for all drill tools.
(ey concluded that the high-speed steel drill and CoroDrill
856 contribute more to the generation of axial force and
surface unevenness during drilling compared to CoroDrill
854, feed rate 0.15mm/rev, and rotational speed 1250 rpm
that are very much suitable for drilling of jute-based
composite with minimum drilling defects [20]. Rezghi
Maleki et al. repeated the same investigation to the flax-

based fibers and found that the high-speed drill influences
the thrust force generated more than the CoroDrill 856 and
CoroDrill 854 drill bits. (ey also reported that the hole
quality and delamination factor influence the different
geometrical drill bits more than the spindle speed and drill
rate [21]. Patel et al. investigated the drilling characteristics
of the hybrid composite, namely, basalt/glass, the tool ge-
ometry, and the lamination sequences effects of peel-up and
push-down delamination. (e parabolic geometry of the
drill bit with high feed shows lesser delamination at exit.
(ey concluded that the low spindle speed, low feed, and
parabolic geometry drill bit are very much suitable for
drilling hybrid composites to produce high quality holes
[22]. Pradeep and Rajasekaran [23] analyzed the drilling
behavior in chopped jute-based fiber, and three different
drill tool materials are used, namely, high-speed steel, cobalt
steel, and tungsten carbide. (e axial force required to make
the hole is lesser for the tungsten drill bit than other drill bits.
Bajpai and Singh [24] found the drilling characteristics of the
sisal fiber based composite, and two different geometrical
drill bits have been used, namely, twist and trepanning tools.
(e thrust force generated by the trepanning tool is much
lower compared to the twist tool. (ey concluded that the
hollow drill bit might be suitable to drill natural fiber-
reinforced composites. (e drilling process parameters,
namely, spindle speed, drill rate, and the drill geometries, are
influenced much more by the defacing factor and drilling
forces (axial force and torque) during drilling of sisal/optiva
natural fiber based composites. Among the process pa-
rameters, the drill bit geometry contributes more to the
defacing factor [25]. Roy Choudhury et al. [26] examined
drilling-induced delamination, forces, and induced tem-
perature produced during the drilling process experimen-
tally.(e five different geometric drill bits have been used for
the investigation. Turki et al. [27] inspected the influence of
fiber alignment on the delamination damage and thrust
force. (e friction-induced between the tool and the com-
posite surfaces is examined by the temperature developed
during the carbon fiber-reinforced epoxy composite speci-
men. (e assessment between the thrust force and the
defacing factor of two dissimilar geometrical drill bits on the
flax-based composites has been carried out. (ey also found
that the feed rate affects more the induced damage during
drilling in the composite specimen [28].

(e delamination defect, namely, peel-up occurred at the
tool entrance of the composite specimen. When the tool
starts to pierce the surface of the specimen, it generates peel-
up force in the axial direction, and it separates the laminates.
(e delamination degree will depend on the rotational speed
and point angle. (e push-down delamination happens at
the exit of the drilled hole. (is is because the resistive force
offered by the exit laminae is lesser than the axial force of the
tool. Hence, it generates exit delamination [29]. Belaadi et al.
[30] investigated the drilling process parameters with four
different geometrical drill bits, and response surface
methodology and artificial neural networks are used to
authenticate the experimental values. (e two techniques
obtained from the artificial neural network are closer to the
experimental value than the response surface methodology.
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Rajaraman et al. [31] examined the process parameters of
drilling on the kenaf and banana-based composite.(e high-
speed steel of three different diameters and the L9 factorial
method has been used for the experimental study. (ey
concluded that the spindle speed of 3000 rpm and 150mm/
min has been suitable for defect-free holes. Panneerselvam
et al. [32] investigated the drilling on the sisal/glass hybrid
composite and found that the drilling rate influences the exit
defacing more. (ey used a profile projector, and image
processing software was used to examine the defects in the
holes. Abilash and Sivapragash [33] evaluated the effect of
the induced force during drilling of bamboo-based com-
posites and developed the regression modelling to reduce
exit delamination. Ramesh et al. [34] investigated the drilling
defects in hybrid composites, which consist of the sisal/glass,
also found that the axial force is enhanced with drill rate, and
obtained the maximum value for high-speed steel tool.

(e availability of Palmyra fiber is plenty in south zone of
India especially in Tamilnadu. It made interesting investi-
gation on optimization of drilling parameters during drilling
of Palmyra based composite. Only few papers are available
on characteristic study of Palmyra based composite. How-
ever, there are no research papers available for drilling
parameters optimization of Palmyra based composites.
Hence, in this investigation, an attempt has been made to
find the most appropriate drilling process parameters to
reduce drilling defects. One appropriate drill bit has been
suggested with optimum drilling process parameters among
the two different geometrical drill bits used for this inves-
tigation. As per Taguchi’s design of the experiment L27
model has been used for investigation. Table 1 shows the
methodology of investigation on drilling process parameters
of Palmyra based composite.

2. Materials and Methods

(e three matrices have been used for the investigation,
namely, epoxy, polyester, and vinyl ester. (e density and
viscosity of epoxy at 25°C are 1.16 gm/cm3 and 900 cps,
respectively. (e hardener used is 3 diacid anhydride. (e
density and viscosity of vinyl ester at 25°C are 1.052 gm/cm3

and 325 cps, respectively. For polyester, the density and
viscosity at 25°C are 1.12 gm/cm3 and 500 cps, respectively.
(ese are purchased from the Aypols private limited
Coimbatore. Methyl ethyl ketone peroxide and cobalt ac-
tivator are used as curing system for vinyl ester and polyester
resin, respectively. (e Palmyra sprout fiber extracted from
the Palmyra sprout fruit (Borassus flabellifer) is shown in
Figure 1. Sipcon vertical profile projector has been used to
view outer periphery of the drilled hole.(e resolution of the
profile projector is up to 0.5 micrometer.

2.1. Experimental Setup. (e investigation has been carried
out in Computer Numerical Control (CNC) vertical ma-
chining center. (e maximum spindle speed, power, and
machine axis are 40,000 rpm, 5 kW, and 3. (e drill tool
dynamometer is of 50Hz frequency, with the axial mea-
suring range 0–50000N fixed in the CNC platform as shown

in Figure 2. (e drilling tool is 6mm carbide, and different
geometries were used, namely, standard twist, candlestick,
and step cone drill bits, as shown in Figure 3. (ree levels of
rotational speed and drill rate have feed considered for
investigation.(ree levels of rotational speed are 1000, 1500,
and 2000 rpm. (ree levels of feed are 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2mm/
rev.

2.2. Composite Fabrication. (e Palmyra sprout fiber is
cleaned and chopped with 5 to 10 cm length. (e range of
diameter is 0.05 to 2 cm. (e fibers are dried under vacuum
for 3 hours at the temperature of 60°C [35]. (e palmyra
sprout fiber-reinforced polyester, vinyl ester, and epoxy are
made up of hand layup process and compression moulding
techniques. (e fibers are randomly oriented, and steel
rollers have been used to form an even surface of the
specimen. (e uniform thickness of the specimen has been
obtained by the hydraulic press for 4 hours. (e curing
reagent of 1 Vol.% has been used for fast curing. (e
composite specimen has been allowed to cool for 24 hours at
atmospheric temperature. (e required dimension of
30 cm∗ 3 cm∗ 0.3 cm was obtained as shown in Figure 4.

2.3. Taguchi Method. (e Taguchi method of optimization
has been selected for this study due to the three process
parameters, three levels, and one response parameters, and
L27 full factorial method has been implemented. (e output
influencing parameters are listed in the orthogonal array
Table 1. (e L27 orthogonal array test can be conducted to
minimize a large number of experiments. (e maximum
signal to noise ratio value is considered the best value to
minimize the thrust force value. A loss function has been
characterized to determine the difference between the ex-
perimental value and the standard value. (e process be-
havior is characteristic of three types: the smaller the better,
the nominal the better, and the higher the better .

Lower − the − better � −10 log
1
n



n

i�1
y
2
t

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (1)

where n� number of replications and yt � tensile strength
for the ith trial.

3. Results and Discussion

Many researches prove that the defects produced during
drilling of the fiber based composites depend on the thrust
force produced during drilling [8, 15, 34].(e axial force was
determined using different geometrical drill bits to drill the
palmyra fiber-reinforced epoxy, polyester, and vinyl ester
composites. (e three drill bits used for the analysis are the
candlestick, twist, and step one. (e axial force generated
during drilling of Palmyra fiber based composite is listed in
the Table 1. (e L27 orthogonal array is used with three
drilling process factors: resin, rotational speed, and drill rate.
(ree levels of spindle speed are 1000, 1500, and 2000 rpm.
(ree levels of feed are 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2mm/rev. (e axial
force generated by the three drill tools shown in Table 2
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varies from 7.39N to 12.83N. (e axial force generated by
the candlestick drill bit is lesser than that of other drill bits.
At 1000 rpm and 0.2mm/rev, the axial force generated by the
candlestick is minimum. (e smaller it is, the better option
has been considered for the S/N ratio to find the deviation
from the desired value as shown in Figure 5. Since lesser
thrust force is required, the smaller, the better S/N ratio
selected for the study.

At 1000 rpm rotational speed, and 0.2mm/rev axial feed,
the drilled hole of the Palmyra reinforced epoxy specimen by
candlestick drill bit has been viewed using profile projector
as shown in Figure 6.(e specimen has been cut laterally and
viewed using profile projector; it is clear that the defects on
the specimen at specified speed, feed, and drill bit are lower
compared with the drilled hole at different speeds and feeds.

Figure 5 shows the Signal to Noise (S/N) ratio during
drilling of Palmyra based composite. Figure 5(a) shows
the S/N ratio of thrust force generated by the candlestick

drill bit. (e lower S/N ratio value is shown at 1000 rpm
and 0.2 mm/rev. Similarly, at 1000 rpm and 0.2 mm/rev,
the S/N ratio of thrust force produced by the twist drill has
a minimum, as shown in Figure 5(b). At 2000 rpm and
0.2 mm/rev, the S/N ratio of thrust force produced by the
step cone drill bit has a minimum, as shown in Figure 5(c).

(e signal to noise ratio of spindle speed is increased to
18.5% and 92.59% for 1500 rpm and 2000 rpm, respectively,
compared to 1000 rpm for the candlestick drill bit during the
drilling process Figure 5(a). It implies that the spindle speed
increases with the increase in the thrust force value. For
candlestick drills, the thrust force value is significantly
influenced by the spindle speed. Similarly, the signal to noise
ratio during drilling of the composite by standard twist drill
is increased to 59.09% and 50% for the spindle speed of
1500 rpm and 2000 rpm, respectively, compared to 1000 rpm
as shown in the Figure 5(b). In contrast, the signal to noise
ratio decreases to 32.2% and 12.9% for the step cone drill bit

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Palmyra sprout fruit. (b) Palmyra sprout fiber.

Table 1: Methodology of investigation on drilling process parameters of Palmyra based composite.

Materials

Fibers Palmyra sprout fruit

Resins
Epoxy

Polyester
Vinyl ester

Drilling process parameters

Speed (rpm) 1000, 1500, 2000
Feed (mm/rev) 0.10, 0.15, 0.20

Drill bit geometry Candlestick, standard twist, and Stepcone drill
Response parameter (rust force (N)

Experimental setup Fabrication method Hand layup process
Machine CNC vertical machining center

Optimization of process parameters Taguchi’s method L27 orthogonal array
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for spindle speed 2000 rpm and 1500 rpm, respectively,
compared to the 1000 rpm as shown in Figure 5(c). (e
signal to noise ratio increases with the increase in the spindle
speed for the candlestick and twist drill bit. In contrast, the
signal to noise ratio decreases with spindle speed for the step
cone drill bit.(e statistical significance of the spindle on the
thrust force generated by the candlestick drill bit is very high
compared to the other drill bits. (e thrust force values
greatly reduced at 1000 rpm spindle speed due to the forces
generated, as drill bit A has been transferred to the outer
periphery compared to the other drill bits.

For the candlestick drill bit, the tool feed’s signal to noise
ratio increases to 0.15mm/rev and then decreases, as shown

in Figure 5(a). (e percentage of the signal to noise ratio of
tool feed increases to 32.35% and then decreases to 67.85%,
corresponding to 0.15mm/rev and 0.20mm/rev, respec-
tively. (e same trend has been followed for the other drill
bit also; for a standard twist drill, the signal to noise ratio of
tool feed increases to 10.34% and then decreases to 18.5%,
corresponding to the 0.15mm/rev and 0.2mm/rev, re-
spectively. Likewise, the signal to noise ratio of tool feed
increases to 1.38% and then decreases to 12.12%, corre-
sponding to the 0.15mm/rev and 0.2mm/rev, respectively.
(e statistical importance of the tool feed on the thrust force
generated by the candlestick drill bit is very high compared
to other drill bits. (e thrust force values greatly reduced at

Figure 2: Drilling experimental setup.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3: (a) Standard twist drill, (b) step cone drill, and (c) candlestick drill tools.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4: Palmyra sprout fiber-reinforced (a) polyester, (b) vinyl ester, and (c) epoxy composites specimen.
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Figure 5: Signal-noise ratio of (a) candlestick, (b) twist, and (c) step cone drill bits during the drilling process.

Table 2: (rust force generated by the candlestick, standard twist, and step cone drill bits during the drilling process.

S. no Resin Speed (rpm) Feed
(mm/rev) (rust force by candlestick (N) (rust force by a twist drill (rust force by step cone

drill
1 Epoxy 1000 0.10 08.153 10.371 11.232
2 Epoxy 1000 0.15 09.292 10.674 11.331
3 Epoxy 1000 0.20 07.392 10.998 10.459
4 Epoxy 1500 0.10 10.169 10.370 12.981
5 Epoxy 1500 0.15 09.125 10.458 10.600
6 Epoxy 1500 0.20 10.023 10.566 10.968
7 Epoxy 2000 0.10 09.674 10.234 12.259
8 Epoxy 2000 0.15 10.359 10.356 12.657
9 Epoxy 2000 0.20 09.129 10.554 11.227
10 Polyester 1000 0.1 09.627 10.369 11.599
11 Polyester 1000 0.15 10.522 10.273 11.451
12 Polyester 1000 0.20 08.439 10.123 11.348
13 Polyester 1500 0.10 10.438 10.262 11.117
14 Polyester 1500 0.15 10.566 10.178 10.573
15 Polyester 1500 0.20 10.635 10.019 11.896
16 Polyester 2000 0.10 09.534 10.198 10.693
17 Polyester 2000 0.15 08.356 09.956 13.893
18 Polyester 2000 0.20 09.259 09.897 11.354
19 Vinyl ester 1000 0.10 08.933 10.595 11.400
20 Vinyl ester 1000 0.15 09.875 10.097 11.366
21 Vinyl ester 1000 0.20 08.996 09.899 10.289
22 Vinyl ester 1500 0.10 10.544 10.480 11.090
23 Vinyl ester 1500 0.15 09.153 10.569 11.199
24 Vinyl ester 1500 0.20 09.756 10.668 13.288
25 Vinyl ester 2000 0.10 09.432 10.393 12.639
26 Vinyl ester 2000 0.15 09.356 10.456 12.156
27 Vinyl ester 2000 0.20 08.289 09.754 10.887
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0.2mm/rev feed rate, because the forces generated during
drill bit A have been transferred to the outer periphery
compared to the other drill bits. (e suitable spindle speed
and feed rate are 1000 rpm and 0.2mm/rev, respectively, to
drill Palmyra reinforced epoxy composites.

(e defects generated during drilling of Palmyra rein-
forced epoxy resin depend on the thrust force generated
during drilling [8, 15, 34]. In previous studies, it is evident
that the peel-up and push-down defects at the entry and exit,
respectively, are formed during drilling. Hence, this work
aims to reduce thrust force and achieve defect-free hole.
Among the three different geometrical drill bits, the can-
dlestick drill bit distributes the axial force into the outer
circumferential of the hole. (is may be the reason for the
lower thrust force. (e twist and step cone drill bit transmit
thrust force in the axial direction; hence, the thrust force
generated at the end of the composite specimen is higher due
to the tool’s axial force exceeding the adhesive force of uncut
thickness the composite specimen [36, 37].

4. Conclusion

(e drilling analysis has been carried out on the Palmyra
based composites. (ree process parameters have been

selected for the investigation: resin, rotational speed, and
drill rate. (e three levels of rotational speed and drill rate
have been chosen for the study. (e result shows that the
axial force generated by the candlestick drill bit during the
drilling process has a minimum. It is followed by the twist
and step cone drill bits. At lower rotational speed and higher
drill rate, the thrust force generated by the candlestick and
the twist drill has a minimum. Likewise, at the maximum
rotational speed and higher drill rate, the axial force pro-
duced by the step cone drill bit is minimum. (e minimum
axial force produced by the candlestick drill tool is dis-
tributed to the tool’s outer periphery. (e thrust force of the
drill tool exceeds the adhesive force of uncut thickness of the
composite specimen, and it may be the cause for the higher
axial force of twist and step cone drill bits.
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*ere is more demand for natural fiber-reinforced composites in the energy sector, and their impact on the environment is almost
zero. Natural fiber has plenty of advantages, such as easy recycling and degrading property, low density, and low price. Natural
fiber’s thermal properties and flexural properties are less than conventional fiber. *is work deals with the changes in the thermal
properties and mechanical properties of S-glass reinforced with a sodium hydroxide-treated pineapple leaf (PALF) and banana
stem fibers. Banana stem and pineapple leaf fibers (PALF) were used at various volume fractions, i.e., 30%, 40%, and 50%, and
various fiber lengths of 20 cm, 30 cm, and 40 cm with S-glass, and their effects on the thermal and mechanical properties were
studied, and their optimum values were found. It was evidenced that increasing the fiber volume and fiber length enhanced the
flexural and thermal properties up to 40% of the fiber volume, and started to decrease at 50% of the fiber volume. *e fiber length
provides an affirmative effect on the flexural properties and a pessimistic effect on the thermal properties. *e PALF S-glass
combination of 40% fiber load and 40 cm fiber length provides maximum flexural strength, flexural modulus, storage modulus,
and lowest loss modulus based on hybrid Taguchi grey relational optimization techniques. PALF S-glass hybrid composite has
been found to have 7.80%, 3.44%, 1.17% higher flexural strength, flexural modulus, and loss modulus, respectively, and 15.74%
lower storage modulus compared to banana S-glass hybrid composite.

1. Introduction

Due to the demand for lower dense material and green
environment, fiber-reinforced composites (FRCs) have
drawn more awareness towards the alternatives to metal-
reinforced composites. Natural fibers are effectively utilized
in polymer matrices as reinforcement [1]. Fillers such as
particles or filaments are created with polymers to get items
with the most needed mechanical, thermal, and electrical

properties. *e characteristics of natural composites are
primarily subject to their particular fiber characteristics [2].
*ere are different variables, which influence the properties
of the microstructural boundaries, such as fiber radius,
length of fiber, fiber spread, fiber direction, loading weight of
the fiber, and production method [3]. Natural fibers have
more limitations, such as hydrophilic behavior, which leads
to decreased adhesive properties [4]. In addition, natural
fibers have more attraction to water particles from moisture,
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and they are affected easily by ultraviolet rays, so more
variations in their thermal and mechanical properties occur
[5]. Hence, to limit these issues, researchers are focusing on
natural-fiber-strengthened composites with polymer
matrices.

*e addition of natural fibers to polymers is referred to
as hybrid composites. It overcomes the limitations and
enhances the hindering properties of the natural and the
polymer composites [6, 7]. Gowda et al. [8] worked on
various types of natural fibers, i.e., silk, bamboo, kapok,
coconut fiber, which were reinforced with polymer matrices
and reported that the addition of natural fiber enhances the
mechanical and thermal characteristics of the polymer
matrices by 6–10%. Similarly, Abdul Karim et al. worked on
various natural fibers, such as hemp, coir, and jute, and
studied the properties of the mechanical and thermal
characteristics of hybrid natural polymer composites and
enhanced its properties to 4–8% [9]. Sheng and Gimbun
found that an increment in the fiber volume fraction in-
creases the flexural strength linearly from 4% to 6% up to 0.4
fiber fraction [10]. Jain et al. varied the fiber fraction from 0.1
to 0.3 and found that there is increment in tensile strength
and flexural strength by 3–8% [11]. Chollakup et al. used the
different fibers and found that PALF and banana fiber
provides better mechanical and thermal properties [12]. Shih
et al. conducted a study and discovered that the tensile and
flexural strengths of PALF and banana fibers are approxi-
mately 80% and 50% higher, respectively, than the other
fibers [13]. Asim et al. deliberated different fiber loadings
with PALF and banana fibers resulting in flexural strength
increase with an upsurge in fiber loading [14].

Nur et al. [15] investigated the influence of the fiber
length and found that an increment in the PALF length
intensifies the tensile strength and flexural strength of the
composite by 8–12%. Aji et al. varied the fiber length and
found that an increase in the fiber length increases the tensile
strength and flexural strength by 8–12% [16]. Luo and
Netravali varied the fiber length of the natural composites
and found that there were significant effects on the thermal
and mechanical properties [17]. Chollakup et al. discovered
that the increment in the fiber length provides positive ef-
fects on the flexural and thermal properties up to a certain
fiber length of 30 cm, after which it shows a counter-effect
[18]. Lopattananon et al. varied the fiber length and found
that the fiber length increases the loss of mass during the
analysis of thermal characteristics [19].

*e fiber loading and fiber length discover the drastic
changes in the characteristics of the composites, and it
creates both positive and negative effects [13, 20, 21]. *e
improvement was noticed in tensile strength, hardness, and
strain modulus with an upsurge in the fiber volume, fiber
length, and fiber type, respectively. *e fiber fraction, fiber
length, fiber type, and fiber treatment process are the sig-
nificant elements influencing the properties of the com-
posites [22–24]. Hence, it is a significant role being a
researcher to study the effects of various compositions of
natural fibers, their treatment methods, fiber length, and
fiber volume on the mechanical and thermal properties
[25, 26].

Natural fiber composites retain better thermomechanical
and electrical properties if the interfacial bonds between the
matrix and fiber are strong enough [27–29]. As of now, there
is less data available on natural fiber reinforcement with
S-glass polymer matrices; especially, there is no optimized
data about the combination, which provides a better result of
thermomechanical properties. *e novelty of this work is
that it pays special attention to determining the optimum
mechanical and thermal characteristics of the polymer hy-
brid composites with various fiber loadings and different
fiber lengths of banana stem, PALF, and S-glass.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. Banana stems and pineapple leaves were
taken as fiber materials, and their fiber lengths were chosen
as 20mm, 30mm, and 40mm. *e S-glass fabric was se-
lected as synthetic fiber with 600 gsm, and its size was fixed
as 30 cm square. Epoxy resins were used as resins. *e
properties of materials are given in Table 1. *e pineapple
leaf was chemically treated with 6% sodium hydroxide, and
it was immersed in it for 3 hours [30]. *e banana leaf was
also treated with the same method, and its immersion time
was 2 hours. *en, it was dried in the furnace for 24 hours at
60°C, and it was weighted for the required volume as per
equation (1) [19]. Naturally, untreated fibers tend to absorb
moisture, which can cause delamination between the fibers
and the polymer matrix and seriously affect the strength of
the resulting composite material [31]. *is is because natural
fibers are hydrophilic, so their reinforcing effect can be
minimized. Second, the hydrophobicity of the polyurethane
matrix in conjunction with the hydrophilic fibers will lead to
poor adhesion, phase separation, and limited stress load
transfer in the composite foam [32]. Additionally, the
presence of certain organic compounds (such as wax and
pectin) found on the surface of these fibers can sometimes
act as a barrier to destroy the effective interfacial adhesion
between the filler and the polymeric matrix [33],

Vf �
Wf/ρf

Wf/ρf  + Wm/ρm( 
, (1)

where Vf is the volume fraction of fiber (%),Wm andWf are
the mass of the matrix and fiber, respectively, and ρm and ρf
refer to the density of the matrix and fiber, respectively.

*e S-glass was kept in the middle layer to avoid stress
concentration on a single point [34]. Hence, stresses were
transferred to the natural fiber of both the bottom and top-
sided fibers. As per the ASTM: D790 standard, flexural
assessments were carried out.

2.2. Methods. *e different sets of hybrid composites were
made by the hot compression method as shown in Figure 1.
*e specimens prepared with different fiber volume fraction
and fiber length are labelled as shown in Table 2.

A morphological investigation was accomplished to
analyze the presence of interfacial attachment between the
fiber and epoxy resin. Sample tests were covered with a
skinny layer of gold, proceeded to scan to build the thermal
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and electrical conductivity, and to forestall electrostatic
charging during test assessment. *e pictures were exam-
ined to research the proper circulation of the natural fibers in
the synthetic polymer matrix and their character of con-
nection with one another. *e flexural tests were accom-
panied to find the flexural strength and flexural modulus.

*e flexural tests were piloted based on the ASTM standard
D790 [35]. *e specimen was supported by a support span,
and the load was applied to the center by the loading nose,
resulting in three-point bending at a set rate. *e support
span, loading speed, and maximum deflection for the test
were the parameters for this test. As per the recommended

Figure 1: Preparation of samples with a hot compression method.

Table 2: Prepared samples of the hybrid composite.

Combination Symbolic representation S-glass fiber Banana fiber PALF fiber Fiber length
S-glass banana PALF SGBP30 1 0.15 0.15 20
S-glass banana PALF SGBP40 1 0.20 0.20 30
S-glass banana PALF SGBP50 1 0.25 0.25 40
30% S-glass banana SGB3020 1 0.3 — 20
30% S-glass banana SGB3030 1 0.3 — 30
30% S-glass banana SGB3040 1 0.3 — 40
40% S-glass banana SGB4020 1 0.4 — 20
40% S-glass banana SGB4030 1 0.4 — 30
40% S-glass banana SGB4040 1 0.4 — 40
50% S-glass banana SGB5020 1 0.5 — 20
50% S-glass banana SGB5030 1 0.5 — 30
50% S-glass banana SGB5040 1 0.5 — 40
30% S-glass PALF SGP3020 1 — 0.3 20
30% S-glass PALF SGP3030 1 — 0.3 30
30% S-glass PALF SGP3040 1 — 0.3 40
40% S-glass PALF SGP4020 1 — 0.4 20
40% S-glass PALF SGP4030 1 — 0.4 30
40% S-glass PALF SGP4040 1 — 0.4 40
50% S-glass PALF SGP5020 1 — 0.5 20
50% S-glass PALF SGP5030 1 — 0.5 30
50% S-glass PALF SGP5040 1 — 0.5 40

Table 1: Properties of tested materials.

Properties Unit S-glass fiber Banana fiber PALF fiber
Density (ρ) kg/m3 2500 1350 1520
Tensile strength MPa 4570 212 413
Young’s modulus GPa 86 8 34
Elongation at the failure — 2.8 2 1.6
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procedure, the ASTM D790 test was accomplished till the
point of failure of the specimen. *e thermogravimetric
analyzer was used to record the variation in the thermal
characteristics of the manmade hybrid composites based on
their weight loss at different temperatures [36]. It measures
the rate of change of material weight for different temper-
ature profiles based on the effects of dehydration, decom-
position, and oxidation. *e dynamic mechanical
investigation was carried out while examining the visco-
elastic characteristics at various temperature profiles [37].
*is investigation included the application of an oscillatory
sprain at various temperatures.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Flexural Test. *e condition of the samples before and
after the flexural test is depicted in Figure 2. *ree random
samples from each fiber composition are presented in
Figure 2(b) for better understanding. Flexural test results are
presented in Figure 3. *e flexural strength of the hybrid
composite is nonlinear. It showed an increasing trend from
30% to 40%, and after 50% volume fraction, it started to
decrease. *e flexural strength of the S-glass/PALF hybrid
composite was 18% higher than the S-glass/banana com-
posite [23]. *e maximum flexural strength of the SGP40
composite recorded at 20 cm, 30 cm, and 40 cm fiber lengths
was 97.5MPa, 103.6MPa, and 112.3MPa, respectively. As
the fiber length of the hybrid composite upsurges, the
flexural strength also increases linearly. *e percentage
strain of the composites decreases with the increase in the
volume fraction of the glass fibers. Since the glass fiber is
extremely brittle, the flexural strength of the composite
increases with an increase in the fiber volume. *e maxi-
mum flexural strength of the SGB40 composite recorded at
20 cm, 30 cm, and 40 cm fiber lengths were 94.5MPa,
99.8MPa, and 104.5MPa, respectively. *e increase in the
fiber length of the SGB40 hybrid composite increases the
mechanical flexural strength linearly. *e greatest flexural
strength of the SGBP composite recorded at 20 cm, 30 cm,
and 40 cm fiber lengths were 62.5MPa, 64.6MPa, and
66.3MPa, respectively. As the fiber length of the SGBP40
hybrid composite increases, the flexural strength also in-
creases linearly. *e same kinds of results were obtained and
reported by Shen and Gimbun [28]. *e reason for this
phenomenon was characterized to the insufficient resin.
Natural fibers are normally hydrophobic in nature, and they
absorb more resin. Hence, insufficient resin led to a dec-
rement in the flexural strength of the polymer hybrid
composites, when the fiber volume was increased after 50%.
*e after-effects of the insufficient resin increased the
brittleness, and hence, it started to fail permanently.

*e flexural modulus results followed same as that of the
flexural strength results, which are shown in Figure 4. It
shows an increasing trend from 30% to 40%, and at 50%
volume fraction, it started to decline. *e stiffness of the
hybrid composite would be better if the value of the flexural
modulus is high. *e flexural modulus of the SGP 40 has
found to be superior (8.56MPa) at 40 cm fiber length. *e
flexural modulus of the SGBP 40 has been obtained as

2.76MPa at 40 cm fiber length, which is the lowest value
ever. Hence, the determined results accredited that the SGP
40 would absorb more forces than the other hybrid com-
posites [27]. *e flexural modulus exhibited a decrement
with the reduction in the fiber length due to high strain in the
material.

3.2. ;ermal Test. *e thermogravimetric analysis was car-
ried out between 30°C and 600°C at 10°C/min rate, and its
results are presented in Figures 5(a)–5(c). *e major deg-
radation for SGB4030 occurred at the temperature between
288°C and 451°C. *e peak degradation occurred at 381°C
temperature. *e degradation of the SGP4030 occurred at the
temperature between 258°C and 426°C, and the peak hap-
pened at 342°C. *e reason for the same is attributed to a
different phase of degradation. *e first phase of the weight
loss occurred from 30°C to 100°C, and it may be due to the
moisture evaporation. *e subsequent phase occurred be-
tween 150°C and 430°C, and it was attributed to the process of
decomposition. *e next decomposition was hemicellulose
decomposition, which started at 250°C and ended at 326°C. In
addition, the cellulose decomposition was started. *e ther-
mal stability of the cellulose was accredited to their strong
chemical structure. Furthermore, lignin decomposition
started at 30°C and extended till 600°C. It can be understood
that lignin has shown more thermal stability, and hence, it
provided the toughness to the natural fibers [38].

*e banana and S-glass hybrid composites possess
higher thermal degradation temperature, and their mass loss
was higher than the PALF and S-glass hybrid composites due
to their higher fiber weight [38, 39]. Hence, SGB 3020,
SBP3020, and SGBP 20 have shown lower thermal degra-
dation temperatures. Figure 5 depicts that a decrease in the
fiber length would cause a decrease in the mass loss of the
hybrid composite. It can be understood that a low rate of
decomposition of fiber would be the decline in the mass loss
of the hybrid fiber composite.

3.3. StorageModulusTest. *e dynamic mechanical analyzer
(V4.5A TA Model) was used to measure the thermal storage
modulus. It is preferred because of its comparative effec-
tiveness in measuring the storage modulus [40, 41]. *e
hybrid composites were heated from 30°C to 200°C, and their
results were plotted as shown in Figures 6(a)–6(c). *e
results evidenced that owing to the less stiffness of the fiber, a
slight variation in the storage modulus for the hybrid
polymer composites happened. Furthermore, the storage
modulus diminished with temperature for both the natural
composites. Hence, the higher fiber volume caused to in-
crease the stiffness of the hybrid composites. However, it
demonstrated the waning of stiffness with the increase in
temperature [42]. At the PALF fiber proportion of 40%, the
least flexural modulus was recorded. It was observed that, if
the fiber volume decreases, the storage modulus also de-
creases due to the mobility of molecules in natural fiber
composites. *e storage modulus decreased with the de-
crease in temperature of the glass fiber, and it was com-
pensated with the reinforcement of banana fiber and PALF
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fiber. Because the thermal expansion coefficients of epoxy
resin, banana fiber, and PALF fiber are all positive, it became
the reason for the changes in mechanical and thermal
properties. However, in the absence of residual stress, it has
become responsible for a drop in the shear modulus for the
increment in the fiber volume and fiber length.

3.4. Comparison. *e present work is compared with the
previous research work, which was piloted byMohdHanafee

Zin and Nurazzi Norizan [43] for the 40% fiber volume and
30 cm fiber length of banana, PALF-reinforced polymer
matrix as presented in Table 3. *ey used E-glass fiber with
banana stem and PALF. It is obvious that SGB4030 exhibited
a 14.89 percent more flexural strength, 6.85 percent higher
flexural strength, 3.95 percent higher loss modulus, 1.77
percent higher storage modulus than [43]. S-glass is a high-
performance glass fiber that differs from E-glass fiber
principally in terms of silica content. Silica, aluminium, and
magnesium oxides are abundantly found in S-glass fiber, and
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samples at different fiber volumes and fiber lengths.
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Figure 2: Flexural test specimens (a) before and (b) after the test.
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hence, S-glass fibers are superior in terms of mechanical and
thermal properties compared to E-glass fibers.

3.5. Optimization. Hybrid Taguchi Grey relational analysis
(HTGRA) was used to find the optimum output parameters
from the different input parameters as shown in Table 4.
Initially, L27 design of experiments were selected with
different combination of fiber type, fiber load, and fiber
length. *e test specimens were prepared as per the L27
Design of Experiments (Doe), and mechanical and thermal
characteristics tests were performed as described in the
earlier sections. *e output responses (data from Table 5),
i.e., flexural strength, flexural modulus, and storage modulus
were first converted into a signal to noise ratio based on the

following first equation, and the percentage of mass loss was
determined by the next equation [44, 45]:

Larger the better
S

N
  � 10 Log

1
n



n

i�1

1
yi

2
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ , (2)

Smaller the better
S

N
  � 10 Log

1
n



n

i�1
yi

2⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ , (3)

where “S/N” refers to signal to noise ratio, and “yi” refers to
the output response of specific sequence.*en, the data from
the S/N ratios were preprocessed using the following
equations:
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Figure 5: Graphical representation of weight percentage of 40% fiber volume sample at (a) 20 cm fiber length, (b) 30 cm fiber length, and
(c) 40 cm fiber length.
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Figure 6: Graphical representation of storagemodulus of sample at 40% fiber volume sample at (a) 20 cm fiber length, (b) 30 cm fiber length,
and (c) 40 cm fiber length.

Table 3: Comparison of previous and current research work at 40% fiber volume and 30 cm fiber length.

Sl No Parameters considered for study
Previous research work [43] Current research work

Banana E-glass PALF E-glass Banana S-glass PALF S-glass
1 Flexural strength (MPa) 90.95 105.10 104.5 112.3
2 Flexural modulus (MPa) 4.24 7.61 5.12 8.56
3 Loss modulus 91.73 70.81 87.23 78.4
4 Storage modulus (MPa) 77.94 61.16 79.32 63.58
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Larger the better (xi)
∗
(k) �

xi
(o)

(k) − minxi
(o)

(k)

max xi
(o)

(k) − minxi
(o)

(k)
,

(4)

Smaller the better (xi)
∗
(k) �

max xi
(o)

(k) − xi
(o)

(k)

max xi
(o)

(k) − minxi
(o)

(k)
,

(5)

where xi(o) (k) is an output response value at original se-
quence, and maxxi(o) (k) is the largest value of sequence,
and minxi(o) (k) is the lowest value of that responses.
Equation (4) was used for flexural strength, flexural mod-
ulus, and storage modulus as these values should be as large
as possible. In addition, equation (5) was used for finding the
percentage of mass loss responses as these values should be
as small as possible [46, 47].*en, the deviation sequence (€i
(k)) was found using the following equations (ddistin-
guished coefficient (€) was chosen as 0.5):

Δoi � xo
∗

(k) − xi
∗

(k)
����

����, (6)

€i(k) �
Δmin − € Δmax
Δi (k) − €Δmax

. (7)

Finally, grey relation grade (GRG) was calculated using
equation (7) [48, 49]. GRGwas given as input to the software
Minitab 19, and then, the optimized parameter plot, re-
gression equation, and R2 values were found,

GRG �
1
n



n

k�1
€i (k). (8)

R2 value was found to be 95.34%, and the predicted R2

value was 89.10%. Hence, the model was found to be valid.
Before calculating the R2 values, the empirical correlations
were created. At a 95% confidence level, all the coefficients
were evaluated for significance. Using the Student’s t-test,

insignificant coefficients were removed without impacting
the correctness of the empirical connections. In order to
establish the final empirical relationships, the significant
coefficients were taken into account. For all replies, the final
developed empirical connections with processing compo-
nents in the coded form are given in the following regression
equation :

Grey Relational Grade � 0.5843 − 0.2141X1 − 0.0734X2{

+ 0.0975X3 − 0.0541Y1

+ 0.0724Y2 − 0.0184Y3

− 0.1062Z1 − 0.0022Z2

+ 0.1084Z3},

(9)

where X1, X2, and X3 refer to the different levels of fiber
combinations, Y1, Y2, and Y3 are different fiber volume

Table 4: Input parameters.

Sl. No Parameters Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
1 Fiber combination SGBP SGP SGB
2 Fiber volume 30% 40% 50%
3 Fiber length 20 cm 30 cm 40 cm

Table 5: Output responses (samples).

Sl No Fiber combination (FC) Fiber volume
(FV) (%)

Fiber
length (FL) (cm)

Flexural
strength in MPa

Flexural
modulus in MPa

Total % of
mass loss

Storage modulus
in MPa

1 SGP 30 20 92.8 4.35 78.72 99.31
2 SGP 30 30 98.5 6.26 83.56 97.43
3 SGP 30 40 106.3 7.87 85.27 96.85
4 SGP 40 20 97.5 6.32 81.46 68.53
5 SGP 40 30 103.6 7.38 85.87 65.72
6 SGP 40 40 112.3 8.56 88.4 63.58
7 SGP 50 20 88.2 3.78 80.56 74.35
8 SGP 50 30 93.9 5.87 84.25 71.53
9 SGP 50 40 101.6 6.56 86.94 68.25

SGB SGBP SGP 30 40 50 20 cm 30 cm 40 cm

0.50

0.55

0.60

0.65

0.70

M
ea

n
Main Effects Plot for GRG

Data Means

Fiber Combination Fiber Volume Fiber Length

Figure 7: Graphical representation of the main effect plot on
output response of input responses.
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levels, and Z1, Z2, and Z3 are different levels of fiber length.
Based on the GRG values, the main effects and the inter-
action effects of the input parameters were determined, and
the best parameter settings were identified from the main
effects plot of grey relational grade response as follows
(Figure 7): S-glass PALF fiber combination, 40% fiber load,
and 40 cm fiber length. According to the interaction effect
plot as shown in Figure 8, there is no interaction effect
between the input parameters even though S-glass PALF
fiber combination, 40% fiber load, and 40 cm fiber length
combination provides optimum mechanical and thermal
properties. *e HTGRA technique proposed a set of optimal
input parameters, and the tests were carried out once again
to validate the results. It yielded the GRG value of 0.796, and
when compared it to the average values of the experimental
results, GRG was raised by 0.015 percent during the con-
firmation test.

4. Conclusions

*is work deals with the influence of fiber volume and length
on mechanical and thermal properties of the polymer hybrid
composite. *e following inferences are drawn from the
critical investigation:

(1) *e increment in the fiber volume and fiber length
induces the enhancement in the flexural and thermal
characteristics of the hybrid composites. After

reaching 40% of the fiber volume, the mentioned
characteristics started to decline. Furthermore, an
increment in the fiber length always has positive
effects on the mechanical and thermal properties.

(2) Based on the assessment of the mechanical prop-
erties, SGP4030 exhibited better flexural properties,
i.e., flexural modulus and flexural strength of
8.6MPa and 112.3MPa, respectively. On the other
hand, SGBP3020 registered a 6MPa and 4.35MPa of
flexural strength and flexural modulus, respectively,
which are the lowest values compared to other
combinations. However, the flexural strength of
SGB4030 was observed as 14.89% higher than the
SEB4030. Similarly, the flexural strength of SGP4030
was 6.85% higher than the SEB4030.

(3) *e assessment of the thermal properties revealed
that SGB4020 and SGP4020 exhibited a low mass
loss, and SGB4030 presented the higher storage
modulus. *e storage modulus of SGB4030 was
perceived as 3.95% higher than the SEB4030. Like-
wise, the storage modulus of SGP4030 was 1.77%
higher than the SEB4030.

(4) Hybrid Taguchi GRA techniques suggested that
PALF-reinforced S-glass fiber with a 40% fiber
volume and 40 cm fiber length provides the optimum
mechanical and thermal properties compared to
other combinations.

Fiber combination

Fiber Volume

Fiber Length

Interaction Plot for GRG Data Means

40 cm30 cm20 cm

504030

SGPSGBPSGB
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Figure 8: Graphical representation of the interaction effect plot on output response of different input responses.
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Aluminium-reinforced composites play a vital role in the engineering industry because of their better strength and stiffness. 'e
properties are directly related to the solidification phenomenon of the cast alloy. 'e design engineer should understand the
importance of the solidification behavior of base alloy and its reinforcement. Composites’ solidification study is rare, and the
reviews are limited. 'e solidification process is analyzed using the finite element method (FEM), and this would fetch a lot of
information about the cooling rate of the composites and also helps to reduce the time in experimentation.'is paper reports and
plots the cooling curves of Al/SiCp composites using simulation software. Cylindrical-shaped composites were developed using
the squeeze casting method, and the experimental cooling curves were plotted using a K-type thermocouple. Composites samples
were prepared at the following squeeze pressures: 0, 30, 50, 70, 100, and 130MPa; melt and die temperature was kept constant at
800 and 400°C, respectively. 'e experimental and FEA cooling curves were compared, and it was agreed that the increase in the
squeeze pressure increases the cooling rate of the developed composite. Furthermore, the effect of temperature distribution from
the inner region of the melt and die material which causes the radial and tangential stress of components has also been examined.

1. Introduction

Aluminium alloys, reinforced with SiC, have become an
essential material that is used in a wide range of applications
in the aviation, marine, electronic packaging, defence, and
automobile industries [1]. 'e nature of the matrix metal is
generally soft which contains good mechanical and thermal
properties. 'e most common metals are aluminium,

copper, titanium, magnesium, etc. 'e standard properties
offered by the metals are malleability, ductility, fatigue
strength, machinability, and thermal and electrical con-
ductivity. 'e reinforcing material has to offer strong
bonding to the metal in order to make the composite tensile,
and the stiffness to weight ratio and strength to weight ratio
is higher than the metal matrices. 'e hard and robust
nature is obtained when the correct amount of the
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reinforcements is added to the matrix. 'e particle-rein-
forced metal matrix composites exhibit better physical and
mechanical properties; it can be modified to reach metal-
lurgist requirements. Also, this material can show excellent
thermophysical properties due to which it has been used in
all the structural applications. It can pose a tremendous
amount of strength at high-temperature applications; the
capability to reveal low thermal shock and excellent wear
resistance at less weight is the unique characteristics. 'ere
are many manufacturing methods to produce MMCs on
which solid- and liquid-state processing is the promising
route for developing the composites [2]. In solid-state
processing, the interfacial reaction between base alloy and
ceramic particles is not right in agreement. Hence, liquid-
state processing can resolve this issue through stir casting.
Further improving the better properties of the composites,
the process adopts the squeeze casting method. It is a
method to remove shrinkage and porosity during the liquid-
state processing of composites. Hence, near net shape
components are fabricated by this method [3].

Ghomashchi and Vikhrov [4] reported that the es-
sential parameters for fabricating any alloys using squeeze
casting routes are melt temperature, die temperature, and
application of pressure, the main premise for this research.
'e base alloy’s temperature, heat transfer coefficient,
thermal conductivity, die temperature, and pressure during
solidification would change the phase relationship of any
alloy system. 'us, the application of pressure helps to
decrease the interatomic movement during the process of
solidification, which allows changes in the temperature of
the melt. Many other factors would influence increase of
the pressure, which are impurities, trace elements, and
intersolubility of constituents’ elements. Yue and Chad-
wick [5] have observed that the application of pressure
would reduce the gap between the mould and melt, which
leads to a more significant cooling rate. It influences the
cooling rate. In permanent mould casting, due to the
surface contact between the mould and casting, the cooling
rate and solidification time must be considered for better
results [6]. 'e mechanical properties of the casting are
derived from the solidification time of the casting. Suku-
maran et al. [7] investigated the squeeze cast A2124 alloy
with 10% ceramic particles with increasing pressure during
solidification of alloy and the developed composite. He
reported that the application of pressure directly relates to
the enhancement of composites. 'e applied pressure of
about 100MPa has created uniform particle distribution
and other factors such as porosity and shrinkages and
obtained fine refinement of microstructure. Furthermore,
he reported that the squeeze pressure coupled with die
temperature is increased; the heat transfer rate in com-
posites is higher compared with that of the base alloy. 'e
heat transfer rate is directly related to the amount of
particles present in the alloys, which decides the cooling
rate of the composite. Hanumanth and Irons [8] have
reported that particle distribution can increase the cooling
rate up to a certain percentage of reinforcing particles; after
that, the cooling rate is decreased. Increasing the particles
reduces the heat transfer rate in the melt, which causes the

thermal diffusivity of the composite to reduce. Studies by
Rajan et al. [9] have shown varying volume fractions of
graphite and SiC particles with AA6082 alloy in the sand,
steel, and graphite moulds, and heat transfer at casting and
mould interface is also investigated.'e heat transfer rate is
enhanced due to the addition of one percent of magnesium
particles in the aluminium alloy; this increases the wet-
tability between the particle and the base alloy. 'e
magnesium particles can be useful for hunting the oxide
layer as well as increasing the interfacial reaction between
the melt and the mould. Many researchers found, during
the study of interfacial reaction, that the effect of inter-
metallic compounds plays a vital role. Zhou [10] reveals
that the intermetallic compounds (Al4C3) would decrease
when the solidification process is disturbed, which means it
affects the fluidity of the materials. 'e compunds are
varied with respect to the base alloy. Studies on Al and
Graphene-bonding strength and wettability literature are
not enough so far, these two intermetallic compounds, such
as Al4C3 and Al2O3, are helping the base alloy in terms of
transferring loads [10–12]. Li et al. [13] claimed that no
evidence had noticed the formation of Al4C3 between Al
and graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs). Nonetheless, stacking
faults were observed near the Al matrix, which could be the
reason for the strengthening of composites. Incorporating
metal reinforcement (Cu-GNPs and Ni-GNPs) along with
GNPs would enhance the strength of the composite; per-
haps, the metal particles could have stopped the formation
of Al4C3 [14]. Liu et al. [15] reported that the application of
pressure would enhance the interface strength of Al/Mg-
based composites. 'e intermetallic compounds are di-
rectly related to the cooling rate of the composites, and the
application of squeeze pressure enhances the cooling rate of
the composite [16]. 'e effect of intermetallic compound
(Al4C3) is modeled with the help of Ansys software, and the
impact of that is compared with the rule of mixture pre-
dictions. No significant results have been found in the Al-
Si/CNT composites [17].

'ere are many studies based on fracture behaviour,
interpenetrating with some structure models, simulation of
moulds [18, 19], addition of particles with base alloy [20–22],
and mechanical properties of particles [23–25] and using the
finite element method. 'e study based on the solidification
and cooling rate of the composites is highly complicated.
Because, during the solidification process, the complex
shapes’ grain refinement and the features of microstructures
are changed. Also, there are many studies which are focused
only on the base alloy cooling rate and solidification process.
'is study gives importance of two different materials’ so-
lidification process because of its different behaviours.
Hence, the squeeze casting process would give better results
and integrate the cooling rate and microstructural features.
'ere is a lack of information regarding the application
pressure on the solidification study of cast composites,
which is an essential feature in the high-pressure die casting
industry. 'erefore, the present work focuses on both ex-
perimental and theoretical research on the solidification of
AA6082 composites with temperature behaviour and stress
behaviour using the finite element method.
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2. Boundary Conditions for the
Cylindrical Model

'e cooling curves have been plotted by the simulation
software-ANSYS (version 19.2). Structural analysis, followed
by thermal analysis, is carried out by the coupled field
analysis. Hence, the structural and thermal capability of the
element (PLANE 13) is used.'us, each node has up to four-
degree degrees of freedom. In this study, first, nonlinear
thermal analysis was carried out, and then, static stress
analysis was carried out. 'e half portion of a cylinder with
the melt model was plotted for this symmetrical problem.
Figure 1 shows the two-dimensional model of casting with
the melt with its dimensions. 'e thermophysical properties
of ceramic materials and AA6082 are shown in Table 1. 'e
processing conditions for the preparation of cast samples are
listed in Table 2. Tables 3 and 4 show die and ceramic
material properties [9, 26]. Table 5 shows the boundary
conditions of the FEA model. Convection properties were
initially given to the model, and the initial room temperature
is also applied to the die wall. Figure 2(a) shows the model
for melt and die without boundary conditions, and
Figure 2(b) shows the convection boundary condition for
the die material.'e rule of mixture was used to calculate the
thermal conductivity of the composite. In contrast, the value
of enthalpy is considered as the same value of base alloy
because there is no phase change or ceramic material [22]. A
step-by-step process of the solidification process concerning
time is established by solution control. Finally, the cooling
curve is plotted with the help of a time-history processor.

3. Experimental Work

'e base plate width was 120mm, the die inner diameter was
50mm, thickness was 35mm, and height was 150mm.
Figure 3(a) shows the melt stirring with reinforcement setup,
and Figure 3(b) shows the punch and die have been preheated.
Figure 4(a) shows the baseplate and die, and Figure 4(b) shows
the appropriate locations of thermocouples. Figure 4(c) shows
the fabrication of the squeeze cast setup. 'e squeeze casting
technique was adopted for fabricating the composites, as dis-
cussed in [3]. 'e temperature values were being recorded by
K-type thermocouple, which was recorded every one second.
Figure 4(d) shows the thermocouples in its exact locations. 'e
data acquisition system was incorporated in the experimental
setup to record all temperature values, precisely. 'e recorded
values were transferred to the computer to draw solidification
curves. Aluminium composites were fabricated with increasing
pressures when the die and melt temperatures were 400 and
800°C, respectively.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Cooling Rate and Time. 'e temperature readings
measured from the baseplate readings (T0 to T2) are used to
plot cooling curves and solidification time. In contrast, the
die materials’ temperature readings (T3 to T5) are used to
measure the temperature distribution of the die. 'e

temperature readings are used to determine the solidifica-
tion time for any type of cast alloy [26].

Increasing the pressure decreases the solidification time
from 60 seconds to 42 seconds [2]. Figure 5 shows the various
squeeze pressures cooling curves for both experiment and FEA
study of Al/SiCp composite. 'e cooling rate is observed from
the experimental cooling curves, and the values are 2.28°C/s
2.52°C/s, 2.68°C/s, 2.87°C/s, 3.5°C/s, and 3.75°C/s for 0, 30, 50,
70, 100, and 130MPa, respectively. 'e flattening region is the
freezing zone, and it is clearly shown in Figure 5.

'e melting range of AA6082 alloy in the solid state is
577°C and the liquid state is 615°C, and the experimental
freezing range is closely agreed with that of Hanumanth and
Irons [8]. Also, in squeeze casting, the application of
pressure brings the melt to solidify first, and then, the
cooling rate is decided by the location of the particle [27].
Maleki et al. [28] reported that the application of pressure
enhances the die and melt contact surface, which promotes
high heat transfer and cooling rate. Hence, increasing the
pressure increases the cooling rate of the composite. 'e
predicted cooling rates are 1.23°C/s, 1.31°C/s, 1.47°C/s,
1.81°C/s, 1.98°C/s, and 2.24°C/s for the squeeze pressure of 0,
30, 50, 70, 100, and 130MPa, respectively. Particle and base
alloy reaction, formation of air inside the mould and melt,
aspirations, and flow velocity were not considered in this
analysis.'ementioned factors have to be considered for the
FEA study [22], even though the cooling rate is almost close
to the experimental cooling rate.

Y P 35

3

175

56

25

1
60

2 X

7 4

Figure 1:'e cylindrical model with BCs for the die temperature of
400°C (melt temperature 800°C and pressure 130MPa).

Table 1: Chemical composition of AA6082 aluminium alloy.
Element Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Zn Ti Al
Weight (%) 1.0 0.60 0.10 0.5 0.7 0.25 0.10 0.20 Bal

Table 2: Process conditions for composites.

Die temperature (°C) Matrix
temperature (°C)

Pressure
(MPa)

400 800 0, 30, 50, 70, 100, 130
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4.2. TemperatureDistribution and7ermal Stresses. To avoid
multiple trial-and-error casting production or to avoid
recreating the system repeatedly, the FEA-based analysis is
recommended to fulfill the technical problems [13, 14].
Temperature distribution within the melt and distribution in
the die are essential factors to identify the rate of the so-
lidification process, mainly when the melt is in the appli-
cation of pressure. Figure 6 shows the temperature
dispersion in the composites at various squeeze pressures up
to 800 seconds. From the FEA analysis, the observed values
are 314°C, 318°C, 319°C, 321°C, 322°C, and 323°C for different

squeeze pressures 0, 30, 50, 70, 100, and 130MPa, respec-
tively. 'e amount of heat transfer is observed in the melt
and reinforcement based on the applied pressure [29].
Hence, the temperature is varied based on the applied
pressure.

It is important to focus complex shape engineering
application-oriented castings, using design and solidification
process using the finite element method. FEA is significant
for casting industry because components’ rejection leads to
increase in cost of production. 'e finite element method is
better in analyzing heat transfer of components within the

Table 3: Properties of SiC [9].

Material 'ermal conductivity (W/m°C) Density (kg/m3) Specific heat (J/kg·k)
Silicon carbide 100 3200 1300

Table 4: Properties of H13 [26].

Material 'ermal conductivity (W/m°C) Density (kg/m3) Specific heat (J/kg·k)
AISI H13 28.6 7761 461

Table 5: Boundary conditions for the applied pressure of 130MPa.

Key points Variables (mm) Parameters (°C)
1 x� 0; y� 0 Td � 400
2 x� 60; y� 0 Td � 400
3 x� 60; y� 175 Td � 400
4 x� 25; y� 175 Tm � 800
5 x� 25; y� 25 Tm � 800
6 x� 0; y� 25 Tm � 800
7 x� 0; y� 175 Tm � 800

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) FEA model of melt and die without BCs. (b) Convection boundary conditions of the FEA model.
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Figure 3: (a) Melt stirring setup. (b) Die and punch preheating for the preparation of composite.
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�ermocouple Position

1. Centre for the casting in the base plate..
2. 10 mm from the casting in the base plate.
3. 20 mm from the casting in the base plate.
4. 3 mm from the interface in the die.
5. 6 mm from the interface in the die.
6. 9 mm from the interface in the die.

(c)

Center of the 
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20 mm
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Interface
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Figure 4: (a) Die and baseplate. (b) Appropriate locations of thermocouples for the complete setup. (c) Experimental squeeze cast setup. (d)
Exact locations of thermocouples in the baseplate and die material.
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Figure 5: Comparison of experimental and FEA curves for Al AA6082/SiCp composites.
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Figure 6: Temperature dispersion in the composites at various squeeze pressures up to 800 seconds: (a) 0MPa; (b) 30MPa; (c) 50MPa; (d)
70MPa; (e) 100MPa; (f ) 130MPa.
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Figure 7: 'e radial and tangential stresses obtained with increasing squeeze pressures: (a) 0MPa; (b) 30MPa; (c) 50MPa; (d) 70MPa; (e)
100MPa; (f ) 130MPa.
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system and outside the system. In this analysis, the initial
thermal stresses are kept at 0°C, and it was considered that
the composites’ mechanical property values are taken as per
the experimental work because the mechanical property
values may change at higher temperature. With these
constraints, the temperature (linear) distribution and tan-
gential and radial stresses are plotted for the squeeze-cast
specimen. 'e melt and reinforcements have different
thermal expansions; hence, the study of radial and tangential
stresses is essential in this analysis. Figure 7 shows the radial
and tangential stresses obtained with increasing squeeze
pressures. 'e application of pressure is in the axial di-
rection; hence, the radial stresses are high at the bottom of
the die. At the melt and die interface location, the tangential
stress is maximum. Table 6 shows the stress dispersion of the
squeeze cast composite for 800 seconds. Tangential stresses
are comparatively higher than the radial stresses, and in the
interfacial region, the tangential stresses are decreased [30].
It is due to the application pressure, which leads to a thermal
mismatch within the composite [31]. Hence, the stresses are
closely related to the orthotropic behavior of composite
material.

5. Conclusion

'e following observations are identified from the experi-
mental and FEA analysis of an aluminium-based metal
matrix composite.

(1) Experimental cooling rates are increased by in-
creasing the squeeze pressure. 'e effect of pressure
enhances the heat transfer rate of themelt and the die
material.

(2) Predicted cooling rates are increased by increasing
the pressure, but the values are almost close to ex-
perimental cooling rates.

(3) 'e amount of heat transfer is observed in the melt
and reinforcement based on the applied pressure.
Hence, the temperature is varied based on the ap-
plied pressure.

(4) Tangential stresses are comparatively higher than the
radial stresses, and in the interfacial region, the
tangential stresses are decreased. It is due to the
application pressure, which leads to a thermal
mismatch within the composite. Hence, the stresses
are closely related to the orthotropic behaviour of
composite material.

(5) Particle and base alloy reaction, the formation of air
inside the mould, and flow velocity have to be
considered for the FEA study.
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&e problem extent of the large concentration of fluoride ions in drinking water is still a central health issue. In the present study,
lanthanum doped magnetic Teff straw biochar (LDMTSB) was developed as a novel adsorbent for removing fluoride ions in the
groundwater in Rift-Valley regions, especially Hawassa city, Ethiopia. &e synthesized LDMTBC was characterized via FTIR,
XRD, SEM, and BET. And, this analysis proposed that multiadsorption techniques such as ligand exchange, precipitations, and
electrostatic interaction could be evinced throughout the fluoride ions adsorption process by LDMTSB. &e constraints that
influence the adsorption efficacy, namely, a dosage of LDMTSB, contact time, pH of the solution, and rotational speed, were
analyzed and optimized using the response surface methodology approach. Under the optimum situations, LDMTSB dosage:
3.97 g, contact time: 56.36min, rotational speed: 591.19 rpm, and pH: 3.968 demonstrate high efficacy of LDMTSB with 98.89%
fluoride removal capacity. Further, the quadratic model (R2 � 0.9841) was designated for governing the mathematical process.&e
LDMTSB was successful in the removal of fluoride ions in the groundwater.&is study provides a valuable economical solution for
the application of Teff straw.

1. Introduction

Drinkable water is not generally available owing to con-
tamination caused by both natural and human sources [1].
&e major cause of water contamination was the fast ex-
pansion of industry, mining processes, natural gas extrac-
tion, and the natural presence of high amounts of minerals.

&e ions calcium (Ca), sodium (Na), potassium (K),
sulfate (SO2−

4 ), magnesium (Mg), chloride (Cl), fluoride ion
(F), carbonate (CO3), and bicarbonate (HCO3) account for
more than 90% of the dissolved solids in groundwater [2].
More than 70% of groundwater from deep wells contains F
levels higher than the WHO’s drinkable limit. F levels in all
hot spring water tests were above the WHO drinkable limit,
with the highest value of 57.4mg/L [3]. &ese all ions are
present in drinkable water in a high amount as it affects the

health of human beings, animals, and aquatic organisms
[4, 5]. Fluoride concentrations of more than 1.5 g/L are
designated contaminants by the WHO because they impair
the life of living things. Excessive fluoride consumption
causes serious health problems, such as dental fluorosis,
which has a concentration range of 1.5 to 4.0mg/L, skeletal
fluorosis, which has a concentration range of 4.0–10.0mg/L,
and gradually debilitating scourge-skeletal fluorosis, which
has a concentration greater than 10mg/L. Fluoride has a safe
level when its concentration is less than 1.5mg/L, which is
necessary to avoid tooth decay and anxiety [6, 7]. More than
200 million people are now suffering from high levels of
fluoride concentration in their drinking water, which is
caused by fluoride being naturally poisoned in the water [8].
&e groundwater containing fluoride ions is abundant in the
East African Rift Valley basin, particularly in Hawassa,
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Zeway, Shashamane, and Adama. &e research of acceptable
fluoride treatment procedures is required to lower the
content of fluoride in drinking water [9].

Within physical methods, several drinking water treat-
ment techniques were developed and implemented to
remove such contaminants by high fluoride concentration.
Ion exchange, electrokinetic coagulation, membrane sepa-
ration processes, and adsorption techniques are the widely
utilized methods. Each of which has its cons and pros [10].
Electrokinetic coagulation yields poor outcomes from
fluoride removal, meaning that it is not that much applicable
method. Membranes are unable to resist severe conditions
such as high temperature, reactive environments, and
contaminated feed. As a result, industrialists do not prefer
them as a separation mechanism [10, 11]. In contrast, ad-
sorption is considered as the preferredmethod of wastewater
treatment as it is a method that is easy and suitable to operate
and effective in purifying waste water as it has high efficiency
of deodorizing, detoxifying, and easy removal of harmful
components from wastewater [11]. Adsorption-based
methods use microporous materials that are a very prom-
ising cost-efficient technology, which is commonly accepted
as the most attractive, efficient, and affordable due to its
simple control, low operating and capital investment costs,
and higher energy efficiency [12, 13]. &e adsorption
technique was utilized to decrease the fluorine content in the
drinking water for this investigation.

Biochar is prepared through thermal degradation of
biomass at moderate temperature by pyrolysis process in the
absence of oxygen [14]. Biochar is known for being cheap,
safe, and it has a plentiful supplier of raw resources that are
used for the production of it such as municipal sludge,
livestock manure, and agricultural residues [15]. It also has
unique physicochemical characteristics, such as a vast
number of pore structures, large specific surface area, sta-
bility, and effectiveness. As a result, biochar is ideally suited
for use as an adsorbent [16]. Biochar can be prepared from
different lignocellulosic materials, and Teff straw can be used
for the preparation of magnetic biochar.

Teff straw is a plentiful and indigenous lignocellulose
material in Ethiopia, and it is a residual waste obtained after
the seeds of Teff were removed. According to Mottaleb and
Rahut [17], Ethiopia is a significant producer of Teff in the
globe, presently producing a considerable amount of Teff
annually in various locations, and Teff accounted for roughly
24% of all grain-cultivated land in Ethiopia in 2017. Teff
straw was freely available in all regions of Ethiopia once Teff
seeds were removed, and Teff straw was considered a waste
[18].

According to Huang et al. [19], to increase the ad-
sorption efficiency, Teff straw biochar can be doped with
hydrated metal oxides, such as Zr (IV), La (III), Fe (II), Fe
(III), and Ce (IV), that were widely investigated for treat-
ment purposes because it could supply a large number of
coordination sites and had a particular affinity for fluoride
ions. From those, lanthanum has gotten a lot of interest since
it is nontoxic, low-cost, chemically stable, and has an ex-
ceptionally high affinity for fluoride even at low concen-
trations [20].

Up to date, no research has been done on the removal of
fluorides ion from groundwater using Teff straw biochar
magnetic composite doped with lanthanum. Further, pro-
cess parameters, namely, adsorption dosage, pH, rotational
speed, and adsorption time, that affect the efficiency of the
composite on the removal of fluorides was optimized using
central composite response surface methodology (RSM-
CCD) as a statical tool. RSM-based CCD has been proved as
a reliable statical tool to estimate and optimize various
variables on removal efficiency [21, 22]. Supplementary
characterization of the obtained Teff straw biochar magnetic
composite doped with lanthanum by X-ray diffraction
(XRD), scanning electron microscope (SEM), Fourier
transforms infrared (FTIR), and proximate analysis were
executed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials and Chemicals Used. &e raw material Era-
grostis tef (Teff straw) was collected from Yebu, 10 kilo-
meters from Jimma town, Ethiopia, and high fluoride water
content was transported from Hawassa city to Jimma In-
stitute of Technology’s Department of Material Science and
Engineering to treat and characterize the application, as well
as to determine the optimal defloration capacity of the
adsorbent. For the current study, ferrous chloride
(FeCl2.4H2O), ferric chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3·6H2O),
lanthanum chloride (LaCl3), potassium nitrate (KNO3),
hydrochloric acid (HCl), sodium hydroxide (NaOH), so-
dium chloride (NaCl), ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA), and sodium fluoride (NaF) were analytical grade
chemicals purchased from Hi-Media Rankem PLC, Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia. Distilled water was used throughout this
study. &e following tools were used to synthesize and
characterize the adsorbents: Muffle furnace, sonicator, FTIR
(Furrier transmission infrared spectroscope), XRD (X-ray
diffraction), TGA (thermogravimetric analysis), BET (Bru-
nauer-Emmett-Teller), and SEM (Scanning Electron Mi-
croscope) were employed, as well as UV-spectrophotometer
and AAS (atomic absorption spectrophotometer) to test the
adsorption of fluoride ions.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Biochar Synthesis from Teff Straw (Eragrostis Tef ).
Hand-sorting was used to eliminate contaminants such as
non-Teff straw, grasses, sand, leaves, and dirt. &e Teff straw
was then steeped in tap water overnight. &e next day, the
stocked Teff straw was cleaned three times with distilled
water that was produced through the reverse osmosis
process. &e size of the sun-dried Teff straws was reduced
using a knife and other size reduction tools, and the size was
analyzed by mesh analysis, and the size between 1mm and
2mm was taken, followed by impregnation with diluted (1%
v/v) sodium hydroxide to remove the mineral and other
impurities from the sample. &en, in the absence of oxygen,
it was placed in a muffle furnace at 500°C for 2 hours. After
the carbonization process was completed, it was chilled
overnight in an L31M muffle furnace. Finally, the Teff straw
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biochar was crushed and sieved to achieve a particle size of
fewer than 63 μm, which was put on pun and kept in a glass
container for later use.

2.2.2. Lanthanum Doped Magnetic Biochar Nanocomposite
Adsorbent Preparation. Teff straw biochar was doped with
lanthanum salts to create nanocomposites for adsorption
purposes. &e chemical coprecipitation technique was uti-
lized to create lanthanum doped magnetic Teff straw biochar
[23]. Nanocomposites doped with lanthanum metal salts
such as iron salts and lanthanum salts were used to create
biochar. Teff straw biochar (8 g) was added to an aqueous
solution containing 80ml of FeCl2.4H2O (2.54 g),
FeCl3·6H2O (6.5 g), and LaCl3 (1.96 g), then it was stirred
until a homogeneous solution was formed, followed by
sonication for further 20 minutes. Following sonication, 1M
sodium hydroxide solution was added to the solution until
the pH reached 11 at room temperature. To complete the
reaction, the entire mixture was swirled at a rotational speed
of 400 rpm at a temperature of 90°C for 1 day, and then it was
cooled at room temperature. After cooling, the separation
procedure was carried out usingWhatman filter paper with a
pore size of 42 μm, and the adsorbents were rinsed re-
peatedly in distilled water until the pH reached seven [24].
&en, the black precipitate was separated through a 42 μm
Whatman filter with the help of an external magnet and
washed repeatedly with deionized water until the pH de-
creased to seven. &en, the final precipitate was dried in an
oven overnight, followed by calcination in a muffle furnace
at 300°C for about two hrs. Finally, the milled lanthanum
doped magnetic biochar composite adsorbent was passed
through the 1mm sieve to obtain the constant particle size.
To test the adsorption effectiveness of single Teff straw
biochar and Teff straw biochar doped with lanthanum, two
samples were produced, one without the presence of lan-
thanum salt and the other with 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, and 0.3 w/w
ratios of LaCl3 to biochar. Based on the results of the five
trials experiments, magnetic biochar containing lanthanum
has better fluoride removal efficiency and was thus chosen
for future adsorbent preparation by taking into account
previous work on minor changes.

2.3. Characterization of Teff Straw (Eragrostis Tef ). &e
ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials) stan-
dards were utilized to establish the proximate analysis for
moisture content, ash content; volatility contents were ex-
amined to estimate the fixed carbon content in Teff straw
biomass. &e raw Teff straw maintained below 2mm in
thickness weighed 5 grams. &e prepared Teff straw was
dried in an oven at 1050 degrees Celsius until it formed a
uniformmass.&e experiment was repeated three times.&e
ash composition of raw Teff straw ash was determined using
a muffle furnace with model number L31M. &e 3 g of Teff
straw sample was placed in a crucible and burnt at 1000
degrees Celsius until the Teff straw ash was completely
transformed to ash. &e ash content may be calculated using
equation (2).&e volatile matter was measured by ASTM (E-
872). &en, 2 g of Teff straw samples were burnt in a muffle

furnace with a model number of L31M by using a crucible at
650°C for 6 minutes; hence, it allowed cooling in a desic-
cator. &e volatile matter content was determined by using
equation (3). Fixed carbon was determined by subtracting
the entire sample content from the sum of the percent
moisture, ash, and volatile matter. As a result, the fixed
carbon was determined by equation (4)

TSMC �
WB − WA

WB

× 100%, (1)

where TSMC is the moisture content of raw Teff straw, WB
represents the weight of the Teff straw in its natural state, and
WA represents the weight of the oven-dried sample.

TSAC �
WC+BA − WC

WC+AA − WC

× 100%, (2)

where TSAC is the ash content of Teff straw sample,WC is the
weight of the crucible, WC+BA is the weight of the cruci-
ble + sample weight before the ash process, andWC+AA is the
weight of the crucible + sample after the ash process.

TSVC �
TSIW − TSFW

TSIW
× 100%, (3)

where TSVC stands for the volatility content of the Teff straw
sample, TSIW stands for the initial weight of the Teff straw
sample, and TSFW stands for the final weight of the Teff straw
sample.

FCC � 100% − TSMC + TSAC + TSVC  × 100%, (4)

where FCC stands for fixed carbon content, TSMC stands for
the moisture content of raw Teff straw, TSAC is the ash
content of Teff straw samples, TSVC stands for volatility
content of Teff straw sample.

2.4. Characterization of Biochar Produced. &e fixed carbon
content is ground to produce biochar from Teff straw raw
material [25]. Biochar produced characterized by using
different types of equipment such as FTIR, XRD, TGA, SEM,
yields of biochar obtained from Teff straw, point zero
charges were determined.

2.4.1. FTIR Analysis. FTIR was used to determine the
functional groups found in the raw Teff straw, sample, Teff
straw biochar, and lanthanum modified Teff straw biochar
comparatively. &e bond stretching and vibrations of
functional groups were studied using an FTIR analyzer at
room temperature with a spectrum 400-IR (Perkin Elmer) in
the range 4500–400 cm−1 and KBr pellets as a reference. &e
chemical functional groups were then identified by looking
at the wavenumbers associated with signals in the FTIR
spectra and comparing them to the standard absorbance of
functional groups [26].

2.4.2. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) Analysis. According to Yao
et al. [27], XRD was used to determine the crystallinity index
analyses purpose by using crystallinity peak area and
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amorphous peak area for Teff straw biochar as well as
modified biochar with lanthanum. &e device used to
conduct X-ray diffraction was the XRD-7000 apparatus for
studies on the produced material powder. &e studies were
carried out with the angle of diffraction (2θ) kept between 10
and 80 degrees. Using the crystallinity index equation, de-
termine if the material is crystalline, semicrystalline, or
amorphous.

CI �
AC

AT

× 100%, (5)

where CI stands the crystallinity index, AC crystallinity peak
area, and AT the total area obtained from both crystallinity
peak area + amorphous peak area.

2.4.3. SEM Analysis. SEM analysis was performed to ex-
amine the changes in the surface morphology of the biochar
before and after modification with iron and lanthanum
oxide nanoparticles [28].

2.4.4. :ermal Stability Analysis. &e weight loss of the
sample was measured using the TGA-4000 Perkin Elmer
instrument [29]. &is was done with nitrogen gas for all
samples. Under the influence of nitrogen gas, the samples
were heated from 25°C to 500°C. &e nitrogen gas flow rate
was 20ml/min, with a heating rate of 10°C/min. &e data
fromDerivative&ermogravimetric (DTGA) was also taken.
&is aids in determining the thermal stability of Teff straw
biochar as well as the modified biochar.

2.4.5. BET Analysis. &e BET instrument was used to de-
termine the specific surface area of Teff straw biochar,
magnetic biochar, and lanthanum doped magnetic biochar.
&e Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) technique was used to
calculate the volume of adsorbed nitrogen gas based on the
adsorption and desorption of various gas concentrations at
atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature. &e three
samples were first treated for 1 hour at 230°C to eliminate air
and water molecules from the pore. Finally, the samples were
tested.

2.4.6. Point Zero Charge Analysis. Point of zero charges for a
concept that a certain substance has a specific pH at which it
is neutral. &e point of zero charges is the pH value at which
the surface is neutral. &e solid addition technique was used
to study the point of zero charges for biochar and lanthanum
doped Teff straw biochar. In eight separate flasks, 500ml of
KNO3 (0.1M) with a pH range of 3 to 10 was produced.
45ml of KNO3 (0.1M) was drawn from 500ml, the pH of the
solution was adjusted with drops of 0.1N NaOH and 0.1N
HCl solutions, and 0.5 g of powdered Teff straw biochar and
Modified biochar with lanthanum samples were added to
each flask and shaken at room temperature. &e final pH of
all samples was measured after 2 days and plotted against the
pH change; the intersection point of the curve with the line
passing through the origin was used as a reference for de-
termining the point of zero charge value.

2.5. Experimental Design. &e response surface approach
was analyzed using the design of expert (v.11) software to
evaluate the experimental effects. &e optimum strategy for
optimizing the process variable, namely adsorption dosage,
pH, rotational speed, and adsorption time, is the response
surface methodology. It was utilized to determine which
component had the most impact on adsorption. To answer
such problems, the response surface approach central
composite design was selected to evaluate linear interaction
and quadratic connections between independent and de-
pendent variables during the optimization of fluoride ions
removal from the groundwater. &e CCD generates 30 data
points based on equation (6), comprising 16 factor points, 8
axial points, and 6 center points (Table 1).

To examine the experimental effects, the response sur-
face approach was evaluated using the design of expert (v.11)
software. &e optimum adsorption efficiency of modified
lanthanum doped magnetic Teff straw biochar was calcu-
lated using the response surface approach. &is study was
conducted to discover which components had the most
influence on fluoride ion adsorption, allowing researchers to
understand which components have the biggest impact on
yield.

Y � 2b
+ 2b + bc, (6)

where Y represents the number of trials done, b represents
the number of independent variables, and bc represents the
number of replicates utilized to determine if the above-
mentioned experiment was accurate or not.

M � ao + 
n

i�1
aixi + 

n

i�1
aiix

2
i + 

n−1

i�1


n

j�i+1
aijxij, (7)

where M stands for the predicted response of surface
methodology. &e number n denotes the number of inde-
pendent factors utilized to optimize the adsorption capacity.
Constant coefficients, first-order (linear) coefficients, sec-
ond-order (quadratic) interaction coefficients, and second-
order (quadratic) noninteraction coefficients are all repre-
sented by the coefficients ao, ai, aii, aij.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Proximate Analysis of Raw Teff Straw (Eragrostis Tef ).
In this section, the proximate analysis was analyzed to de-
termine the fixed carbon contents of Teff straw by using
equation (4). Hence, to investigate the ash content, moisture
content, and volatile matter content was mandatory to
determine the fixed carbon content in Teff straw. According
to the study conducted by Bageru and Srivastava [18], the
proximate analysis for Teff straw was reported as moisture
content of 6.0 to 8.0%, ash content of 3 to 6%, volatile matter
of 70 to 80%; also this study had similar results reported by
the previous study. For the current study, the proximate
analysis performed was presented in Table 2, the same as that
reported in a literature review from another study, the ash
content, moisture content, and volatility matter had 4.88%,
6.98%, and 73.61%, respectively. Based on this, the result
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obtained for fixed carbon content was 14.53%. From the
total bases, including ash content, moisture content, and
volatile matter, the yield of biochar produced from Teff straw
was 12.11 percent, while from fixed carbon, the yield was
83.23 percent. &is result was obtained at a temperature of
500°C for 120 minutes.

3.2. Teff Straw Biochar and Magnetic Biochar Modified
Lanthanum Physiochemical Properties. When compared to
modified biochar containing lanthanum and biochar made
from Teff, straw has distinct properties. &e bulk densities of
Teff straw biochar and lanthanum dopedmagnetic Teff straw
biochar were 0.42 and 0.592 gcm−3, respectively, as indicated
in Table 3 for the experimental findings. &is indicates that
the bulk density of lanthanum doped magnetic Teff straw

biochar was higher than that of Teff straw biochar, owing to
the presence of rare Earth metals within it, which increased
its density. Similarly, the pH value of Teff straw biochar is
higher than that of lanthanum doped biochar. Teff straw
biochar was discovered to have a higher hydroxyl group than
lanthanum doped Teff straw biochar, which was attributed to
the hydroxyl group contained to make it high pH. Point of
zero charge value for Teff straw biochar and lanthanum
doped Teff straw biochar were 4.3 and 8.1, respectively. Teff
straw biochar had a smaller pH surface area for becoming
zero than lanthanum doped Teff straw, which was because
Teff straw biochar consumes more acid during point zero
charge generation. Teff straw biochar had a surface area of
120.61m2g−1, while lanthanum doped Teff straw biochar had
a surface area of 321.52m2g−1, indicating that lanthanum
doped Teff straw biochar has a larger surface area than Teff

Table 1: Central composite design matrix for defluoridation efficiency.

Run
Independent variable (factors) Dependent variable (factor)

Dosage LDMTSB (g/L) Contact time (min.) Rotational speed (rpm) pH Defluoridation efficiency (%)
1 4 30 600 3 85.94
2 3 45 500 4.5 95.94
3 4 60 400 6 83.46
4 2 60 400 3 81.77
5 3 45 500 4.5 95.91
6 4 60 400 3 93.03
7 2 30 600 6 73.97
8 4 60 600 6 92.95
9 3 45 500 4.5 90.89
10 3 45 700 4.5 91.98
11 2 30 600 3 73.47
12 3 45 500 7.5 78.15
13 4 60 600 3 97.95
14 3 45 500 4.5 95.90
15 3 75 500 4.5 88.58
16 2 60 600 6 82.50
17 2 30 400 6 71.12
18 4 30 400 6 83.23
19 4 30 600 6 87.34
20 4 30 400 3 90.55
21 1 45 500 4.5 69.75
22 3 15 500 4.5 76.46
23 2 60 400 6 71.67
24 3 45 300 4.5 84.83
25 2 30 400 3 78.88
26 3 45 500 1.5 85.76
27 3 45 500 4.5 95.93
28 3 45 500 4.5 95.95
29 2 60 600 3 83.45
30 5 45 500 4.5 90.46

Table 2: Proximate analysis experimental results for Teff straw.

Std. Analysis conducted Experimental results Obtained from literature
(1) Ash content 4.88% 3 to 6%
(2) Moisture content 6.98% 6.0 to 8.0%
(3) Volatile matter content 73.61% 70 to 80%
(4) Fixed carbon content 14.53%. 12–17%

Experimental result Bageru and Srivastava [18]
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straw biochar. As a result, modified biochar had greater
adsorption effectiveness than nonmodified biochar. Because
the modified biochar is a nanocomposite, it has high surface
area availability. Teff straw activated carbon (552.23m2g−1)
has a higher surface area than coffee husk activated carbon,
according to another study (400m2g−1). Tef straw biochar
surface area (120.61m2g−1) was higher than coffee husk
biochar, as was the case with activated carbon (90.2m2g−1).
Research conducted by Kong et al. [30] on the removal of
phosphate and fluoride using rice lanthanum doped
nanocomposite reported that the surface area of the
nanocomposite is 123.28m2g−1. &e point zero charge for
both TSBC and LDMTSB is shown in Figure 1.

3.3. Characterization Teff Straw BC and Lanthanum Doped
Magnetic Teff Straw BC

3.3.1. Crystallinity Index for TSBC and LDMTSB.
Figures 2(a) and (b) show how X-ray diffraction (XRD) may
be used to determine the crystalline, amorphous, and
semicrystalline phases. As illustrated in Figure 2 (a), the
lanthanum doped magnetic Teff straw biochar exhibited an
amorphous phase due to the random distribution of atoms
inside the modified Teff straw biochar. In addition to this,
lanthanum dopedmagnetic Teff straw biochar has crystalline
peaks, and its crystallinity index was around 43.45 percent.
&e lanthanum doped magnetic Teff straw biochar after
fluoride adsorption had crystal peaks, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2 (b), due to the presence of metals such as lanthanum
and irons in biochar. &e total crystallinity index after ad-
sorption is 43.81 percent.&is indicates themodified biochar
after adsorption was found in the amorphous phase. &e
metal ions and fluoride ions found in water are absorbed by
an active site found in a nanocomposite. Due to this reason,
the ions are randomly distributed, whichmakes themodified
biochar after adsorption in the amorphous phase.&emetals
exhibit crystalline peaks as a result of the crystallinity nature
of the metals, and the crystalline peak in modified biochar is
owing to this [31]. &e peak represented by 24.10°, 37.05°,
45.49°, and 50.61° represents lanthanum peaks. Peaks for
iron (II) and (II) were also found in X-RD patterns 45.00°,
64.62°, and 69.47°. &e peak found around 22.11, 53.73, and
69.47 represents the peaks for fluoride absorbed.

3.3.2. Functional Group Analysis. From Figure 3(a), the
Fourier transmission infrared spectrophotometer (FTIR)
spectra of TSBC contained a variety of peaks that begin ion
adsorption. &e number of peaks detected in TSBC shows
the presence of several functional groups within it; these
peaks’ functional groups were determined using

wavenumber (cm−1) and transmittance (percent). &e graph
of the TSBC spectra shows a large peak bond stretch between
3500 and 3000 cm−1, indicating the existence of free and
bond hydroxyl (O-H) functional groups bond stretch [32].
&e peaks found at 1800 to 1200 cm−1 may be ascribed to a
strong carboxyl stretch (C�O) stretched at 1294 cm−1 [33].
C-H and carboxylic acid may be attributed to the peak at
1465 to 1000 cm−1 [34]. Other prominent peaks identified
between 1000 and 695 cm−1 reflect significant C-O and C�C
[34]. &e overall surface of biochar is characterized by the
presence of several negatively charged functional groups
[35]. Similarly, similar results with other biomass-derived
biochars have been published regularly. As seen in
Figure 3(b), the LDMTSB clearly shows a decrease in hy-
droxyl, carboxyl, and carbonate functional groups, with the
following alteration when compared to Teff straw biochar.
However, minor peaks at 3200, 1846, 1675, 1620, 1500, 1440,
692, 621, 556, and 461 cm−1 were detected, which can be
ascribed to the presence of residual O-H, C-O, and C≡N
functional groups. Furthermore, novel bond lengths were
discovered at 650 to 500 cm−1, which can be ascribed to the
existence of the La-O (621 cm−1) and Fe-O (556 cm−1) bonds
stretch, respectively. In different studies’ findings, the metal
oxide bond stretches were found within these ranges [36].
&e peak is shown in Figure 3(c), LDMTSB, pecks are re-
moved through the adsorption process. &e free O-H, C≡N,
C�O, and other free bonds found in modified biochars then
adsorb the fluoride ions prevalent in water, causing some
bond stretch to be lost [37]. &e bond stretch for hydroxyl
was found at about 3200 cm−1; OH bond stretch did not exist
after the adsorption process. Bond stretch for C�O, C≡N,
and C-O accessible about 1635 cm−1, 1410 cm−1, 2951 cm−1,
and 2345 cm−1 has not been detected after adsorption, as
shown in Figure 3(c), analogous to that of OH.&is is owing
to the lone pair found in each bond stretch being filled with
fluoride ions.

3.3.3. :ermogravimetric Analysis. &e breakdown of cel-
lulose, hemicellulose, and lignin, low molecular weight
molecules such as carboxylic aldehydes, alkenes, and other
components, are all linked to the thermal stability of ma-
terials during pyrolysis [1, 38]. High mass losses were de-
tected in three degradation zones on the TGA curve of the
biochar sample, as illustrated in Figures 4 (a) and (b). &e
release of water molecules caused the mass loss at 100°C [39].
Between 68°C and 273°C, there was a significant loss of mass,
which might lead to the breakdown of low molecular weight
molecules. Decomposition of larger molecular weight
compounds resulted in a significant mass loss at 400°C. High
mass losses were found at 450°C in the Teff straw biochar

Table 3: Different biochar physiochemical properties.

Std. Analysis conducted Teff straw biochar Lanthanum doped Teff straw biochar
(1) Bulk density (gcm−3) 0.42 0.592
(2) pH 10.8 6.3
(3) pHPZC 4.3 8.1
(4) Surface area (m2g−1) 120.61 321.52
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curve, as shown in Figure 4 (a). According to Figure 4(b),
after 273°C, the mass loss is stable due to nanocomposite
properties as well as the presence of metals within modified
biochar [40]. &e reduction of magnetite, hematite, and iron
carbide composites into lower oxide groups, as shown in the
above chemical process, maybe a concern during decom-
position at higher temperatures. &e catalytic actions of iron
species on the carbon surface are predicted to cause the
magnetic composite to decompose rapidly at higher tem-
peratures [41].

3.3.4. Analysis for TSBC and LDMTSB. &e SEM pictures in
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) clearly show the difference in biochar
morphology before and after metal oxide nanoparticle
modification. &e heterogeneous layer with a high

micromere structure was shown by SEM morphology
studies [42]. In contrast, the LDMTSB SEM picture in
Figure 5(b) showed a rough and white surface. In addition,
while comparing raw Teff straw biochar with lanthanum
doped magnetic biochar, many tiny holes were discovered.
&e actions of metal oxide nanoparticles on the surface of
biochar cause this morphological modification [43]. &e
development of pores on the LDMTSB adsorbent might
explain the increase in surface area. Similar morphological
structures have been reported in different previous re-
searches [43, 44].

3.4. :e Initial and Final Concentration of Fluoride Ion.
According to Haji et al.[3], the fluoride ions content in the
Rift Valley region was higher than the WHO drinking water
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recommendation. As a result, treatment was required to
lower the concentration of fluoride ions in groundwater and
other sources of water with high fluoride content. &e
groundwater utilized in this study has a fluoride concen-
tration of 56.2mg/L and was sourced from the Rift Valley,
especially Hawassa and Zeway city. &e Rift Valley under-
ground water has the following anions and cations, namely
magnesium (Mg2+), sodium (Na+), potassium (K+), calcium
(Ca2+), sulfate (SO2−

4 ), bicarbonate (HCO−
3 ), nitrates (NO

−
3 )

silica (SiO2), chlorine (Cl−), and fluoride (F−) [3]. &e blank
solution was prepared from magnesium (Mg2+), sodium
(Na+), potassium (K+), calcium (Ca2+), sulfate (SO2−

4 ),

bicarbonate (HCO−
3 ), nitrates (NO−

3 ) silica (SiO2), and
chlorine (Cl−) ions based on their concentration in
groundwater. &e stock fluoride concentration absorbance
experiment was to create a standard curve. &e absorbance
of fluoride ions was measured using AAS.&e concentration
versus absorbance standard curve for fluoride ions was
prepared, and this helps to determine the final concentration
of fluoride ions after treatment. AAS was used to assess the
absorbance capacity of the centrifuged solution. &e stan-
dard curve was used to calculate the residual concentration
of fluoride ions [45]. Equation (4) was used to compute the
% elimination of fluoride ions.
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R(%) �
Co − Ct

Co

, (8)

where R (%) denotes the proportion of removal percent, the
starting concentration of fluoride ions is denoted by Co,
while the concentration of methyl orange after adsorption is
denoted by Ct.

3.5.DefluoridationProcess andResponse SurfaceMethodology
Analysis. &e response surface approach for the central
composite design matrix is given in Table 1. &e number of
variables is four, and the total number of experiments is
thirty, according to equation (6). &e factorial design, the
axial run, and the central run are the three primary elements
of this experiment. &e factorial design is made up of 16
experiments represented by 24, the axial run is made up of 8
experiments represented by 2× 4, and the center run is made
up of 6 experiments. &e four independent variables are
Dosage LDMTSB (g/L), Contact Time (min.), Rotational
Speed (rpm), and pH; they were investigated to calculate the
defluoridation effectiveness based on the laboratory exper-
iment presented in Table 1. &e coded variables A, B, C, and
D stood for LDMTSB dosage (g/L), Contact Time (min.),
Rotational Speed (rpm), and pH, respectively.

&e data in Table 4 were evaluated using analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with a significance threshold of 5%
(α-value� 5%). In addition, the F-value and p value for
models are provided in Table 4. &e p value aids in de-
termining the significance and nonsignificant of each factor,
as well as the interaction component, which was adequately
represented [46]. Dosage LDMTSB (A), contact time (B),
rotational speed (C), and pH (D) were all significantly af-
fecting the adsorption efficiency; thus, p values were less
than 0.0001. BC, CD, BD, A2, C2, B2, and D2 have a sub-
stantial influence on adsorption efficiency as well as other
interaction effects such as AB, AD, and AC because it has a p

value that is higher than the α-value. &e Model F-value of
66.19 indicates that the model is statistically significant. &e
F-value having a magnitude of 0.01 percent has a probability
of occurring due to noise. According to Mustefa Beyan et al.
[47], the sum of squares and F-value provide information
about whether factors have a substantial negative or positive

impact on the response. &e sum of squares and F-value are
presented in Table 4. Single variables of dose, contact time,
rotating speed, and pH had sums of square values of 805.51,
184.37, 60.67, and 121.59, respectively. Dosage, contact
duration, rotating speed, and pH, all had F-values of 363.80,
83.27, 27.40, and 54.92, respectively. &e model’s sum of
squares and F-value were 2051.75 and 66.19, respectively.
According to this data, the dose has a substantial impact on
defluoridation capability, followed by dosage, contact time,
pH, and rotating speed. Aside from that, this experiment’s
lack-of-fit model is 0.9565. &is means that the error terms
do not influence the adsorption efficiency. &e p value was
smaller than the level of significance (α -value). &us, the
models were approved [48].

Standard deviation, mean, CV (%), R2, adjusted R2,
projected R2, and adequacy precision were analyzed by
ANOVA are shown in Table 5 to fit statistical data. 1.49,
85.59, 1.74, 0.9841, 0.9692, 0.9520, and 26.7531 were the
values for standard deviation, mean, C.V. (%), R2, adjusted
R2, projected R2, and adequate precision, respectively.
According to Abeto Amibo [46], the adjusted and pre-
dictedR2 are in good agreement below a 20% variation. &e
adjusted square of R (R2) value was 0.9692. &is indicates
that it is reasonably close to the predicted square of R (R2)
value of 0.9520. Hence, the difference is less than 0.2. &e
signal-to-noise ratio is measured by adequacy precision [49].
It is preferable to have a ratio of more than four.&e ratio for
this model was 26.753 showing that the signal is adequate.
&e design space may be navigated using this paradigm.&e
proposed model for this study was quadratic; the coefficient
of variation (CV) and standard deviation (SD) values were
low and acceptable, with good agreements [50, 51]. &e R2 is
approaching one, and the experimental and predicted values
are well aligned. &e outcomes for this analysis were close to
1, indicating that the data fit well and were highly acceptable.

In Table 6, the coefficients for every single factor and
interaction effects are shown. &e coefficients for Dosage
LDMTSB (A), contact time (B), rotational speed (C), and pH
(D) were 5.79, 2.77, 1.59, and -2.25. From their values,
dosage LDMTSB (A), contact time (B), and rotational speed
(C) had a positive relation with adsorption efficiency, but pH
had a negative relation with the adsorption of fluoride ions.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) SEM analysis of biochar and (b) lanthanum doped magnetic Teff straw biochar.
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&e adsorption efficiency rises proportionately when the
three variables, namely, dose, LDMTSB, contact duration,
and rotating speed, increase. &e relationship is reversed for
pH. As the weight of the dose increases, more pores or
adsorption sites become available, resulting in a more effi-
cient and effective adsorption process. It is very obvious that
increasing LDMTSB dosage would stream more available
active sites for fluoride ions [52]. &e adsorption process
increased proportionately as the contact time increased
because the fluoride ions had enough time to attach to the
functional groups contained within the adsorbents [50].
Because the spinning magnetic stirrer avoids the sedimen-
tation of adsorbents during the adsorption process, the
rotational speed increases during the adsorption process in
tandem with time and dose. &e attraction of intermolecular
interactions between molecules is referred to as Van der
Waals forces [53]. According to Beyan et al. [54], the pH
increase, and the adsorption process decrease, the pH de-
crease, and the adsorption capacity increase due to Van der
Waals force present due to hydrogen bonds when the pH is

lower, and acidic medium. When all other factors are
maintained constant, the coefficient estimate indicates the
predicted change in response per unit change in factor value.
In an orthogonal design, the intercept is the overall average
response of all the runs [55]. &e coefficients are changed
depending on the factor settings around that average. When
the factors are orthogonal, the VIFs are 1; when the factors
are not orthogonal, the VIFs are larger than 1, indicating
multicolinearity; the higher the VIF, the more severe the
factor correlation. VIFs of fewer than ten are considered
acceptable [56]. Table 6 shows that parameters such as
LDMTSB dose (A), contact duration (B), rotating speed (C),
and interaction effects like BC and CD all had a beneficial
impact on defluoridation efficiency. Defluoridation effi-
ciency was harmed by factors such as pH and interaction
effects such as BD, D2, C2, B2, and A2. Based on Table 6, the
model equation was developed to represent the defluor-
idation effectiveness by using coded variables in the fol-
lowing equation:

DF(%) � 95.09 + 5.79A + 2.77B + 1.59C − 2.25D + 1.87Bc − 0.7775BD + 1.92CD − 3.75A
2

− 3.15B
2

− 1.68C
2

− 3.29D
2
.

(9)

3.6. :e Response’s Actual vs. Predicted values. Figure 6 il-
lustrates the actual and predicted values of defluoridation
capacity, which were calculated by combining each inde-
pendent variable. Figure 6 depicts the actual and predicted
adsorption efficiency values. In this graph, the real and
anticipated values are closely aligned, with an R2 value of
0.9841. &e difference between the real experimental values
and the predicted fit value is represented by this R2 value.

3.7. :e 3D Diagram of Defluoridation Efficiency. A 3D
representation of the adsorption of fluoride ions is shown
in Figures 7(a) to 7(f ). &e adsorption results obtained in
the 3D representation ranged from 69.75% to 97.95%. &e
maximum adsorption achieved was 97.95 percent in the
3D representation of Figures 7(a) to 7(f ). &e maximum
yield was obtained at a dosage of 4 g, contact time of 60, a
rotational speed of 600, and pH of 3. &e difference

Table 4: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) results.

Source Sum of square Df Mean square F-value p value
Model 2051.75 14 146.55 66.19 <0.0001 Significant
A: dosage LDMTSB 805.51 1 805.51 363.80 <0.0001
B: contact time 184.37 1 184.37 83.27 <0.0001
C: rotational speed 60.67 1 60.67 27.40 0.0001
D: pH 121.59 1 121.59 54.92 <0.0001
AB 0.1640 1 0.1640 0.0741 0.7892
AC 0.9801 1 0.9801 0.4427 0.5159
AD 0.2970 1 0.2970 0.1342 0.7193
BC 56.18 1 56.18 25.37 0.0001
BD 9.67 1 9.67 4.37 0.0500
CD 58.91 1 58.91 26.60 0.0001
A2 386.19 1 386.19 174.42 <0.0001
B2 271.91 1 271.91 122.81 <0.0001
C2 77.17 1 77.17 34.85 <0.0001
D2 296.85 1 296.85 134.07 <0.0001
Residual 33.21 15 2.21
Lack of fit 12.08 10 1.21 0.2857 0.9565 Not significant
Pure error 21.14 5 4.23
Cor total 2084.96 29
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between the shapes of the graph in Figures 7(a) and 7(f )
was the changing and constant variables during the
experiments.

3.8. Optimization of the Defluoridation Process. From
Table 7, the optimized results for the defluoridation capacity
of the adsorbent were analyzed. For optimization purposes,

all independent variables were set in a range its importance
was assigned by number 3, and the dependent variable was
set at a maximum point that represented the importance of
number 5 [46, 47]. &e optimum results were 98.89%, and
these results were obtained at a dosage of 3.97 g, contact time
of 56.36min, a rotational speed of 591.19 rpm, and pH of
3.968. To cross check these results, the experiment was done
three times to testify the maximum adsorption of fluoride

Table 5: Values for statistics of the fitting.

Values for statistics of fitting
Std. dev. 1.49
Mean 85.59
CV % 1.74
R2 0.9841
Adjusted R2 0.9692
Predicted R2 0.9520
Adeq precision 26.7531

Table 6: Coefficients of the coded variable.

Factor Coefficient estimate D1f Standard error 95% CI low 95% CI high VIF
Intercept 95.09 1 0.6075 93.79 96.38
A-dosage LDMTSB 5.79 1 0.3037 5.15 6.44 1.0000
B-contact time 2.77 1 0.3037 2.12 3.42 1.0000
C-rotational speed 1.59 1 0.3037 0.9426 2.24 1.0000
D-pH −2.25 1 0.3037 −2.90 −1.60 1.0000
AB −0.1013 1 0.3720 −0.8941 0.6916 1.0000
AC 0.2475 1 0.3720 −0.5454 1.04 1.0000
AD −0.1362 1 0.3720 −0.9291 0.6566 1.0000
BC 1.87 1 0.3720 1.08 2.67 1.0000
BD −0.7775 1 0.3720 −1.57 0.0154 1.0000
CD 1.92 1 0.3720 1.13 2.71 1.0000
A2 −3.75 1 0.2841 −4.36 −3.15 1.05
B2 −3.15 1 0.2841 −3.75 −2.54 1.05
C2 −1.68 1 0.2841 −2.28 −1.07 1.05
D2 −3.29 1 0.2841 −3.90 −2.68 1.05
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Figure 6: Actual versus predicted values for defluoridation efficiency.
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ions from the solution.&e experiments were conducted at a
dosage of 3.97 g, contact time of 56.40min, a rotational
speed of 591.00 rpm, and pH of 3.97. In this case, the ad-
sorption efficiency for fluoride ions was 98.85%. &is result
had almost the same results as the optimized results obtained
from numerical optimization, but only the deviation was less
than 0.04%.&e desirability for this analysis was 1, and it is a
good and highly acceptable model.

4. Conclusions

An efficient and novel LDMTSB adsorbent was synthesized
and applied for the removal of fluoride ions in groundwater
of Rift Valley located in Hawassa, Ethiopia. In this research,
the following information was obtained, (I) Teff straw has
14.53% of fixed carbon, and this makes it an important
candidate for biochar preparation. (II) At a dose: 3.57 g,
adsorption time: 56.40min, a rotating speed: 591.00 rpm,
and a pH: 3.97, the optimal defluoridation (98.89%) was
obtained, and its desirability was 1, (III) LDMTSB had
hydroxyl, carbon-carbon double bond, and carbon-nitrogen
triple bond, and these functional groups facilitate adsorption
of fluoride ions, (IV) in comparison with TSBC and
LDMTSB nanocomposite, the later exhibits great thermal
stability at high temperatures and has a better ability for
removing fluoride ions from water and (V) the surface areas
of TSB and LDMTSB were 120.61 and 321.52m2/g,
respectively.
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)e concentric pushing method was used to study the bonding properties between polymer and concrete. )is paper studied the
influence of polymer density, environmental temperature, andmoisture content of concrete between polymer and concrete on the
bond strength. )e results indicated that the bond failure of specimens occurred mainly when the polymer was pushed out.
Furthermore, increasing the polymer density increases the bond strength at the polymer-concrete interface but decreases as the
moisture content of the concrete increases. )e environmental temperature affects the curing time, and the bond strength
increases with increasing temperature. Under the same condition, the bond strength was influenced by the roughness of the
interface. )is study provides references for the construction design and enhances polymer materials and matrix application for
repairing cracks in concrete dams.

1. Introduction

Hydraulic structures are prone to cracks and concentrated
leak channels during construction or operation. Many dam
damage cases are caused by crack penetration. When
repairing cracks in concrete dams, surface sealing, insertion,
and grouting methods are generally used [1]. )e grouting
method is the best method to solve such problems.)e grout
used can be divided into cement grouting and chemical
grouting [2–4]. )e cement grouting method relies on the
pumping pressure of the grouting equipment to fill the crack
and act as the plugging slurry. However, the cement material
has a long setting time, which is unsuitable for emergency or
engineering rescue. After solidification, the cement slurry
converts to a brittle material, resulting in repeated cracking
[5–7]. )e chemical grouting method relies on the pressure
of the equipment to pump the slurry to the cracks and fill the

cracks through expansion force [8]. Epoxy resin and poly-
urethane are generally used in polymer chemical grouting
materials [9, 10]. Epoxy resin materials are similar to cement
materials. After hardening, they are brittle and cannot
withstand secondary cracking [11, 12]. In contrast, the
elasticity of the polyurethane slurry in a specific density
range is superior to the elasticity of the dam body and has a
good sealing effect [13].

With the increasing number of large dams and reser-
voirs, the commonly used methods of emptying reservoirs
are too expensive for deep diseases. Underwater repair is a
more feasible method. However, the underwater environ-
ment requires a higher standard for repairing materials.
Cracks in the dam body in a deep water environment can be
repaired using submersibles. )is means that the perfor-
mance of repairing materials faces the adverse conditions of
low temperature and wet interface [14–16]. Many
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researchers have conducted several studies on this topic
[17, 18]. Li et al. developed a polyurethane elastic sealing
material and studied its characteristics such as water re-
sistance, chemical resistance, and freeze-thaw resistance.)e
results showed that the material had high tensile bond
strength (over 0.55MPa) after a long-term water immersion
test and a high elastic recovery rate [11, 19]. Sun et al.
developed underwater crack grouting materials and used
simulation models to conduct detailed experiments on their
technology. As a result, they suggested a set of underwater
crack repair alternatives and techniques [20]. Zou et al.
studied the effects of various ambient temperatures, mois-
ture content, and mixing time on the bonding properties of
polyurethane sealing materials. )e results showed that the
bonding performance increases with extended mixing time.
Ambient temperature and moisture content are negatively
related to bond strength [21]. )e interaction between the
polymer and civil engineering structures dramatically in-
fluences the mechanical properties of the structure. )e
strength of the polymer-structure interface is one of themost
important parameters in engineering design. However, the
most common bond strength testing methods for cement
concrete materials are the pull-out and push-in methods
[22–24]. Two-component nonaqueous reactive polyure-
thane materials are widely used for dam antiseepage repair
due to their excellent properties [25], but their bonding with
concrete has not been thoroughly studied [26]. )e func-
tional performance of a two-component polyurethane
material after caulking depends on the interfacial moisture
content, ambient temperature, and polymer density. In this
paper, the bonding performance of two-component poly-
urethane material and concrete was studied by moisture
content, the ambient temperature of the interface, and
polymer density. It is crucial to improve the underwater
construction technology of polyurethane grouting materials
[27, 28].

2. Experiment

2.1. Materials and Model Design. )e polymer was a two-
component polymer that reacted and foamed. Component A
consisted of isocyanates and polyisocyanates, and compo-
nent B consisted of polyols and additives. Materials A and B
were mixed and injected into steel models by a grouting gun.
For polymer materials with densities of 0.1, 0.12, 0.2, 0.29,
0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.83, and 1.2 g/cm3, the polymer density was
controlled by mass. )e C60 concrete was used in the test.
)e test pieces of this experiment were based on a standard
permeability test piece (upper bottom, 185mm, lower
bottom, 175mm, and height, 150mm) [29]. )e center was
preset with a hollow cylinder with a diameter of 90mm filled
with polymer (as shown in Figure 1(a)).

)e polymer generates high temperatures and large ex-
pansion forces during the reaction [30]. )erefore, the speci-
mens were placed in a special steel cylinder, and the top and
bottom were connected using a flange plate and fixed with
bolts. As shown in Figure 1(b), the position of the grouting hole
was located at the center of the flange, and the venting hole was
located at a short distance from the side of the grouting hole.

2.2. Specimen. In this test, 120 specimens were created to
examine the bond strength between the polymer and con-
crete, mainly considering three parameters: concrete in-
terface temperature, moisture content, and polymer density
(as shown in Table 1). Hollow cylindrical specimens were
used for the test. As shown in Figure 2, the concrete adopted
a standard impermeability test model (upper, 185mm,
lower, 175mm, and height, 150mm). First, the center was
cut, and a PVC pipe with a diameter of 90mm was inserted
to reserve a hole for the polymer. )e prepared concrete was
then poured and removed from the mold, and, 28 days after
standard curing, the specimens were soaked in groups. )e
time control was divided into 0 h, 3 h, 10 h, and 24 h. )e
soaked specimens were wrapped in plastic wrap and placed
in a constant temperature test room (0°C–15°C) for 24 h.
After applying butter, they were placed in a steel cylinder.
)ey were then covered with upper and lower flanges, bolts
were tightened, and the grouting density was changed by
controlling the grouting mass. As a result, the polymer
expanded rapidly within the model, discharging air through
the overflow hole. After grouting for 1 hour, all samples were
unmolded and placed in the laboratory until testing.

After prolonged immersion, cracks in the concrete may
be fully saturated. In this experiment, specimens were made
using C60 grade high-strength concrete. )e moisture
content was measured as shown in Figure 3. From the figure,
it can be seen that the moisture content of the specimens
increased sharply in the early stage after soaking in water,
but the growth rate was slow after 24 h. )erefore, the
moisture content corresponding to the immersion time of 24
hours can be regarded as the saturated moisture content
(about 2.66%).

2.3. ExperimentMethod. Due to the short hole in the center
of specimens, it was difficult to anchor the low-density
specimens. )e main test was the bonding properties of the
interface between polyurethane polymer and concrete.
)erefore, the concentric pull-out test was not adopted, and
the bond strength was determined by the concentric pushing
test shown in Figure 4 [31]. )e specimens were placed on a
test bench with a special steel ring substrate. )e top of the
pusher was made of an 85mm diameter disc, the center of
which was aligned with the sample. )e universal testing
machine was equipped with a strain acquisition system that
collected continuous displacement. )e maximum load of
the universal test machine was 100 kN, the load speed was
0.1 kN/s, and changes in load and displacement could be
recorded automatically. Before official loading, we consid-
ered a preload of 1 kN [32]. Loading was stopped when the
following happened: (1) the central hole of the concrete
specimen was destroyed; (2) the polyurethane polymer core
was cracked and damaged; and (3) the polyurethane polymer
core did not slip along the concrete interface. Since the
maximum load P was measured using a load cell with an
accuracy of 0.01 kN, the average bond stress Tcan be taken as
into account T� P/A. )e average bond strengths of the
three groups of parallel specimens were taken as measure-
ment values for those experimental specimens.
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)e specimens were classified into three groups to ex-
amine the effects of polymer density, prewetting of the
concrete surface before grouting, and temperature after
grouting on bond behavior. )e impact of interfacial
moisture on bond strength under dry and saturated

conditions was evaluated in the first group. )e temperature
was 10°C, and the polymer density was 0.6 g/cm3. In the
second group, specimens with temperatures of 0°C, 5°C,
10°C, and 15°C were tested to examine the effects of tem-
perature. In the third group, samples with various polymer

Table 1: )e parameters related to specimens.

Number Density ρ/(g/cm3) Soaking time (h) Temperature (°C) Average moisture content (%)
1–3 0.6 0 0 —
4–6 0.6 0 5 —
7–9 0.6 0 10 —
10–12 0.6 0 15 —
13–15 0.6 3 0 0.98
16–18 0.6 3 5 0.98
19–21 0.6 3 10 1.01
22–24 0.6 3 15 1.02
25–27 0.6 10 0 0.83
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

37–39 0.6 24 0 1.3
40–42 0.6 24 5 1.22
43–45 0.6 24 10 1.03
46–48 0.6 24 15 0.76
49–51 0.12 24 5 1.12
52–54 0.29 24 5 1.57
55–57 0.6 24 5 1.22
58–60 0.83 24 5 1.5
61–63 0.1 0 0 —
64–66 0.2 0 0 —
67–69 0.4 0 0 —
70–72 0.8 0 0 —
73–75 1.2 0 0 —
76–78 1.2 0 5 —
79–81 1.2 0 10 —
82–84 1.2 0 15 —
85–87 0.1 0 25 —
88–90 0.2 0 25 —
91–93 0.4 0 25 —
94–96 0.6 0 25 —
97–99 0.8 0 25 —
100–102 1.2 0 25 —
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

112–114 1.2 24 0 1.92
115–117 1.2 24 5 2.18
118–120 1.2 24 15 2.42
To ensure the accuracy of the experiments, each test piece in the table consists of three samples.

Polymer core

(a)

Grouting hole

Overflow hole
Bolt

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Test piece schematic. (b) Steel cylinder.
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densities of 0.1, 0.12, 0.2, 0.29, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.83, and 1.2 g/
cm3 were prepared to evaluate the effects of polymer
densities.

3. Results and Discussion

Most of the 120 specimens in this test experienced slip
damage at the polymer-concrete interface (as shown in
Figure 5(a)). In addition, when a part of the annular concrete
of the specimen was pushed out, it was partially damaged (as
shown in Figure 5(b)). Some high-density specimens are
damaged by the hardened surface of polyurethane, but this
damage did not penetrate the polymer, and the polymer core
was intact. It was found that the interface of the polymer was
worn, and the uneven part of the surface was polished. )e
inner interface of the concrete was also worn, the concrete at
the inner interface of the individual specimens was sheared,
and the concrete skin was stuck off.

3.1. Average Compression. As shown in Figure 6, the
compression value at the time of failure of the polymer bond
in the center of specimens was recorded to determine the
relationship between the compression value and the density.
)e results show that the greater the push-out forces for low-
density specimens, the greater the compression deforma-
tion. )e reason is that when the polymer density is low,
many bubbles exist in the polymer, the compactness is low,
and the compression deformation is large. )e deformation
of low-density specimens is greatly affected by the push-out
force. )e push-out force is proportional to the compression
value for high-density specimens (1.2 g/cm3). As a result, the
slope of the density-compression curve is less than the slope
of low-density specimens. In high-density polymers, the
microscopic morphology can be interpreted as the forma-
tion of isolated high-density bubbles within the polymer. By
decreasing the size of the bubbles, the wall thickness of the
bubbles increases. In addition, the delicate and uniform cell
structure enhances the resistance of the material to defor-
mation (as shown in Figure 7(b)).

3.2. Polymer-Concrete Bond-Slip Characteristics. As shown
in Figure 8, the slip of the load end and that of the free end
are basically the same, but the free end displacement is
slightly delayed. )e free end load-displacement curve in-
tersects the coordinate axis. )is indicates that the load end
slightly slips in the early stages of loading, and no failure is
transmitted from the bond interface to the free end. )us,
there is no slip on the free end, and external loads are resisted
mainly by chemical cementation at this stage. According to
bond-slip characteristics, the entire development can be
simply divided into three stages.
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Figure 4: Experimental device.
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3.2.1. Linear Slip Stage (OA). In the OA stage, the load-
displacement curve is approximately linear. )e thrust is
mainly resisted by friction and mechanical bite force at this
stage, and the chemical bonding force no longer works. As a
result, the displacement increases faster, and the displacement
of the free end is slightly smaller than that of the load end.

3.2.2. Ejection Stage. As the load continues to increase, the
concrete on the bonding interface is worn out, the amount of
slip is further accelerated, the load-displacement curve tends
to be flat, and the load eventually reaches its peak.

3.2.3. :rust Decay Stage. As the amount of slip increases, the
concrete surface that comes into contact with the polymer
wears severely, reducing the friction and mechanical bite force
and the corresponding thrust.

3.3. Bond Strength. )is test uses the bond strength between
polymer and concrete under normal temperature (25°C) and
dry conditions as a reference. Table 2 shows the trend of
bond strength as a function of density.

3.3.1. Effect of Moisture Content. Cracks at certain engi-
neering sites in dams are often moist because the water level
constantly changes on rainy days and under the influence of
open sluice gates [20]. Polyurethane materials are sensitive
to the moisture level at the repair interface, which in turn
affects the bond strength between the polyurethane polymer
and the concrete on either side of the crack [33]. Specimens
in Table 3 have the same density (0.6 g/cm3) and interface
temperature (0°C). Four different wetting conditions were
set, and soaking time was used as a screening condition for
moisture levels. Using the moisture content as a quantitative
index, the bond strength was measured as follows. It can be
seen that the bond strength decreases with the increase of
moisture levels (water content) under the same temperature
condition, because the water reacted with isocyanate to form
carbon dioxide to reduce the adhesion if the isocyanate in
the two-component polyurethane material was less than 2%
in the aqueous state. )e reason may be that when the
amount of isocyanate is small, the foam curing is not
complete, and the structure of the cross-linking network is
partly defective. At a temperature of 0°C and a polymer
density of 0.6 g/cm3, the bond strength of the specimens at
the soaking times of 3 h and 24 h decreased by 75.2% and
84.3%, respectively. )erefore, it is highly required to reduce
the interfacial moisture between concrete and polymers in
engineering applications. For example, a superplasticizer can
be added to concrete to prevent a significant decrease in
bond strength due to moisture [34].

3.3.2. Effect of Temperature. Figure 9 shows that, under the
same conditions, the higher the temperature within a certain
temperature range, the higher the bond strength. However,

(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) A typical form of destruction. (b) Concrete fragmentation.
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under saturation conditions, the bond strength is reduced
accordingly (as shown in Table 4). As can be seen from
Table 5, the bond strength, corresponding to the tempera-
ture drop, decreased by 43.8%–57.1% in the dry state. )e
lower the temperature, the more significant the decrease. In
addition, as the temperature drops, the bond strength de-
creases from 65.2% to 83%. )is is because the higher the
temperature of the specimen, the slower the temperature loss
of the polymer during the reaction and the lower the
temperature shrinkage stress. On the other hand, at the
concrete interface, the higher the temperature of the spec-
imens, the denser the compaction. )erefore, differences
between the reaction temperature of the low temperature
specimens and the material in the reaction process are large,

and temperature shrinkage stress is generated. After the
reaction, the extrusion and cementation forces are offset by
the temperature shrinkage stress, the concrete is disengaged
from the concrete, and the bond force is reduced.

3.4. Effect of Polymer Density. To produce polymer water
stop plugging, the effect of density on bond strength at low
temperatures and under fully saturated interfacial condi-
tions needs to be further investigated [35]. )e interface
temperature of the specimens is 5°C, and it is fully saturated
(24 h).)e effect of polymer density on bond strength can be
analyzed and compared to dry conditions. Figure 10 shows
the relationship between bond strength and polymer density.
Based on the linear fitting results, the bond strength between
the polymer and the concrete interface is positively corre-
lated with the polymer. )e higher the density of the
polymer, the higher the bond strength between the polymer
and the concrete interface.

)e absolute difference in the bond strength between the
saturated and dry specimens between 0.1 g/cm3 and 0.4 g/
cm3 is not significant, with a mean reduction of about 3.8%.
However, the absolute difference in density between 0.4 g/
cm3 and 1.5 g/cm3 is 1.0 and it is significantly larger for 1.2 g/
cm3. )e reduction rate is large, ranging from 67.2% to
72.7%. )e difference between dense specimens (1.2 g/cm3)
is much more remarkable. )e bond strength between fully
saturated low-density specimens and high-density speci-
mens is relatively concentrated, indicating that an increase
in polymer density in the water has a limited effect on the
growth of bond strength. )ere are two reasons for this
phenomenon. As shown in Figure 7, when the polymer
density is relatively low (Figure 7(a)), there are many bubble
cells in the polymer, the radius of the bubbles becomes large,
and the bubbles are squeezed together. On the other hand,
the polymer is combined with the concrete through the thin
walls of the bubble chamber, reducing the bond strength.
)e higher the polymer density (Figure 7(b)), the smaller the
radius of the bubble and the thicker the walls. )is increases
the distance between the bubble chamber and the concrete.
)erefore, at the polymer-concrete interface, the thick walls
of the bubbles cells bond with the concrete, increasing the

(a) (b)

Figure 7: SEM images of the polymer at densities of (a) 0.15 g/cm3 and (b) 0.57 g/cm3.
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Figure 8: Bond-slip curves of the loading end and the free end.

Table 2: Relationship between bond strength and density.

Density ρ/(g/cm3) 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2
Bond strength (MPa) 0.31 0.53 0.6 1.12 1.55 1.98
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bond strength. In addition, the expansion force of the
polymer increases with density. As a result, the intercalation
and cementation of the polymer at the interface become

stronger, resulting in higher bond strength [28]. )e higher
the density of the polymer, the higher the bond strength at
the interface in a certain range. )is means that the contact

Table 3: Relationship between moisture content and bond strength.

Number Temperature (°C) Moisture
content (%)

Ave. moisture
content (%) Soaking time (h) Bond strength (MPa) Ave. bond strength (MPa)

1–3

0 0 0 0 0.42 0.48
0 0.56
0 0.46

0 0.8 0.98 3 0.37 0.3

13–15
1.03 0.44
1.11 0.09

0 0.95 0.83 10 0.29 0.71

25–27
0.47 0.64
1.08 1.12

0 0.93 1.3 24 0.25 0.19

37–39 1.19 0.2
1.79 0.11
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Figure 9: Relationship between temperature and bond strength.

Table 4: Saturation conditions.

Number Density ρ/(g/
cm3) Soaking time (h) Temperature (°C) Ave. moisture content (%) Bond strength (MPa) Reduction rate (%)

37–39 0.6 24 0 1.3 0.19 83.0
40–42 0.6 24 5 1.22 0.33 70.5
43–45 0.6 24 10 1.03 0.33 70.5
46–48 0.6 24 15 0.76 0.39 65.2

Table 5: Dry condition.

Number Density ρ/(g/
cm3) Soaking time (h) Temperature (°C) Ave. moisture content (%) Bond strength (MPa) Reduction rate (%)

1–3 0.6 0 0 — 0.48 57.1
4–6 0.6 0 5 — 0.49 56.3
7–9 0.6 0 10 — 0.57 49.1
10–12 0.6 0 15 — 0.63 43.8
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surface can withstand higher shear forces and pressures.
However, the increase in polymer density has a limited effect
on the growth of bond strength at the saturated interface.
During the reaction, many bubbles are generated on the
surface of the concrete, and the bond strength is significantly
reduced due to intrusion. If the specimen polymer density
exceeds a specific range, most of it will damage the concrete
[36].

4. Conclusion

)rough a concentric pushing test system for 120 adhesive
specimens, the effects of temperature, density, and interfacial

moisture on the bonding properties between polymers and
concrete under special construction conditions were studied.
From the results obtained, the following conclusions can be
drawn:

(1) When fully saturated, increasing the polymer density
has little effect on bond strength. In contrast, in-
creased polymer density has a significant effect on
bond strength under dry conditions.

(2) Interfacial moisture content is a significant factor
affecting the bonding properties between the poly-
mer and concrete. At the same interfacial temper-
ature, the higher the interfacial moisture content, the
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Figure 10: Relationship between polymer density and bond strength.
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lower the bond strength between the polymer and
concrete. When the interface is completely saturated,
the interfacial bond strength follows this rule, but the
overall bond strength is lower than that of a dry
interface. For dam concrete structures, reducing
interfacial water content and increasing the mass of
the polymer are effective methods to improve the
bonding force between the polymer and concrete.

(3) )e bond strength between the polymer interface
and the concrete interface is much less than the shear
resistance of the polymer itself. As a result, most of
the polymer cores are intact and are mainly damaged
by ejecting, with less damage to the inner surface of
the concrete.
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(e thermal behavior of the biodegradable Calotropis procera (CP) particle-reinforced polylactic acid (PLA) biocomposites was
investigated. (e injection molding process was used to make the composites, and the CP particle weight percentage was varied
during the process (0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%).(e melt flow index, heat deflection temperature, Vicat softening point, and the
thermal properties of the composites were determined using dynamicmechanical testing.(e results were analyzed and compared
to the thermal properties of the neat PLA.(e results revealed the increase in thermal stability of the PLA due to the addition of CP
particles. (e CP particles aided in the restriction of polymer mobility, which elevated the glass transition temperature of the
composite. Incorporating CP particles in the PLA can increase the PLA/CP composite utilization in heat dissipation applications.

1. Introduction

Ecofriendly natural-based composites are the spotlight in
today’s sustainable world. Global efforts are initiated to
avoid the usage of fossil-based polymers and composites,
which can endanger the environment. (e global waste of
polymeric materials has caused severe environmental issues
which have severely impacted the global environment [1].
Natural-based reinforcement and bio-based polymer matrix
are revealed as sustainable solutions for developing high-

strength bio-based polymer composites, replacing tradi-
tional polymers and their composites [2, 3]. For example, the
use of natural fiber in polymer matrices has increased the
biodegradability of the polymers and made them more
sustainable without reducing their strength [4]. (e natural
fibers derived from polysaccharides (cellulose and hemi-
cellulose) can be used as fiber and filler. (e research
mentioned in this paper outlines the development of natural
filler-based biocomposites. Calotropis procera (CP) is a
shrub whose stem can be used to extract natural cellulosic
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fibers. (ese fibers have cellulose material which possesses
desirable elongation and strength characteristics. Compared
to cotton and jute fibers, the CP variants have elevated
weight per square centimeter and enhanced tensile and
abrasive capacities [5].(e CP is a commonly grown plant in
India and can be used as a low-cost source of cellulose fibers
to supplement the existing fibers. In the current study, the
CP fiber was converted into particles and used to develop
composites.

Plastics cannot be substituted easily by other materials
due to their unique properties, such as good mechanical
performance, low density, transparency, low cost, heat
sealability, chemical resistance, and barrier capability [6, 7].
Researchers are striving hard to develop an environment-
friendly material to replace plastic. Polylactic acid (PLA) is
one of the most productive and promising environment-
friendly polymers due to its appealing mechanical proper-
ties, renewability, biodegradability, and low cost [8]. Al-
though the PLA has many advantages, its brittle nature,
impact strength, and thermal properties are not conducive
for its usage in several industrial applications [9]. (e in-
clusion of filler material to the PLA polymeric material
improves its thermal and mechanical properties, facilitating
its usage in various applications [10, 11]. Bio-fillers have
invoked the researcher’s interest due to their low cost and
environmental-friendly nature. It facilitates the easy
manufacturing of polymer composites, making them suit-
able for automotive, structural, and other applications
[12, 13]. Several studies have found that the addition of bio-
fillers to polymer composites was found to augment thermal
stability. For instance, PLA-based biocomposites developed
using rice husk, wheat husk, and wood fiber exhibited
thermal properties. (e composites prepared using rice husk
revealed a least thermal conductivity of 0.08W/m.K [14]. In
another study, Chun et al. reported that the addition of
coconut shell particles to the PLA elevated the glass tran-
sition temperature of the composite, thereby increasing its
thermal stability [15].

(e dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) is used to
determine the storage modulus, loss modulus, Tan δ, and the
glass transition temperature of natural fiber-reinforced
polymer composites as a function of temperature [16]. By
determining these parameters under dynamic loading
conditions concerning temperature, the viscoelastic nature
of the fabricated composites can be derived [17]. (e DMA
details the transition zone of composites, where the polymer
molecule movement is initiated [18–21].(emelt flow index
(MFI) affects the mixing efficiency of the filler and plastic
materials. Plastics with higher MFI were found to improve
flow and distribution [22]. (e MFI determines the average
molecular weight and reverses the melt viscosity. Hence, the
elevation of MFI is proportional to its melt flow. (e MFI is
desirable for predicting and regulating the composite fab-
rication process [23]. (e Vicat softening temperature pa-
rameter is essential when the fabricated composite finds
utility in potential applications like construction industries.
(e Vicat softening temperature will establish the material’s
ability to withstand penetration under increased tempera-
tures [24].(e Vicat softening point (VSP) is a measurement

that is used to compare the heat softening properties of the
composite materials [25]. (e systematic literature survey
revealed various investigations initiated by researchers for
identifying a suitable biodegradable polymeric composite for
various applications. In this study, the Calotropis procera
fiber-reinforced polylactic acid composite was fabricated
using the injection molding technique and investigated for
analyzing its thermal performance.(e dynamic mechanical
analysis, melt flow index, Vicat softening point, and the heat
deflection temperature were determined using suitable
procedures to determine the thermal performance of the
fabricated natural fiber-filled PLA composites.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. (e PLA used in the present investigation
was purchased from Nature-Tech India Pvt. Ltd, Chennai,
India, having a specific gravity of 1.24, the relative viscosity
of 3.3, glass transition temperature in the range of 55–60°C,
and an MFI of 14 g/10min (210C, 2.16 kg). (e CP particles
were prepared manually from the CP fibers extracted from
the twig of a two-to-three-year-old CP plant. Initially, the CP
fibers were manually extracted from the twig of the CP plant
(Figure 1(a)) with the help of the retting process. (e
extracted fibers were cleaned in water to remove contami-
nants and unnecessary impurities. (e fibers were then sun-
dried for 4 hours before being oven-dried for 24 hours at
60°C to ensure an absence of moisture in the fiber. (e well-
dried fibers were cut to 0.3–0.5mm length and placed in the
desiccator.(e cut-fibers were converted into particles using
the ball milling process, which was done for 8 hours at
800 rpm with a ball ratio of 10 :1. (e powdered particles
were collected and kept in an oven which was maintained at
60°C for 24 hours and used for composite fabrication.
Figure 1 shows the CP plant, pellets, and the composite
samples used in the DMA test.

2.2. FabricationofComposites. (e biocomposite fabrication
was done in two steps. In the first step, the preparation of
PLA/CP pellets (Figures 1(b) and 1(c)) was done with the
help of a twin-screw extruder. (e second step involved
developing biocomposite samples (Figure 1(d)) as per
ASTM Standards (plates) using the injection molding
process. (e PLA/CP pellets were developed using the twin-
screw extruder (Coperion-ZSK26), operated at a screw rpm
of 100.(e extrusion temperature was maintained in a range
between 160 and 180°C. (e temperatures above the men-
tioned range were found to degrade the CP particles. (e
extruded blend was then pelletized.(e PLA/CP pellets were
then oven-dried at 60°C to avoidmoisture content. Using the
injection molding machine (JSW-J75E), the composites
specimens were fabricated at 7 bar back pressure, 60mm/sec
screw speed, 175°C temperature, and 30°C molding
temperature.

2.3. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis. (e three-point flexural
method of DMA testing was done to measure the com-
posites’ storage modulus and loss modulus. A DMS 6100
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instrument (SII Nano Technology, Japan) was used for
conducting the dynamic mechanical test. (e neat PLA and
PLA/CP composite specimens (size-52×13× 3mm) were
subjected to a temperature range between 30°C and 130°C
and a frequency of 20Hz. During the experiments, the
samples were heated at a rate of 3°C/min.

2.4. Melt Flow Index. (e MFI of the PLA/CP composites
was measured using the Ametek Davenport MFI 10
equipment at a temperature of 210°C and a load of 2.16 kg
following the ASTM D1238-04 protocol.

2.5. Heat Deflection Temperature. (e heat deflection tem-
perature (HDT) was measured in a three-point bending
manner using the Presto HDT/VSP Tester (model: HDT/
VSP-500) following ASTM D648. A specimen having the
dimensions of 125mm× 12.5mm× 3mm was used. (e
HDT was obtained for each sample at a deflection of
0.25mm and a heating rate of 2°C/minute under a load of
0.5MPa.

2.6. Vicat Softening Point. (e Vicat softening point test for
the fabricated CP-filled PLA composites was done following
the ASTM D1525-17e1 standard. (e specimens with di-
mensions of 10×10× 3mm were used for testing. (e
specimen was placed in the testing apparatus (Presto HDT/
VSP Tester: HDT/VSP-500) with the penetrating needle at
approximately 1mm from the surface’s edge. After this, the
specimen was immersed in an oil bath heated to 230°C,
followed by applying a force of 10N. (e bath temperature
was gradually increased by 50°C every hour until the needle
penetrated 1mm.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. DMA Results. (e results of the DMA test are revealed
in Figure 2. (e effect of the CP particle reinforcement on
the storage modulus of PLA composites is depicted in
Figure 2(a). (ree distinct regions, namely, the glassy,

transition, and rubbery regions, were identified from the
storage modulus curve at temperatures ranging from 30 to
125C. (e glassy region occurred between ca.30 and 60°C,
the transition temperature occurred between ca.60 and 75°C,
and the rubbery region occurred between ca.75 and 125°C.
(e storage modulus of the PLA/CP composites was found
to increase after ca.85°C, except for the neat PLA, which was
due to the cold crystallization of the PLA/CP composites. In
general, cold crystallization occurs when the polymer chain
gains sufficient mobility to arrange itself into an ordered
structure (i.e., crystalline structure) due to chain folding.(e
storage modulus of composites and neat PLA decreased
between 60 and 75°C. In general, the transition temperature
for PLA is 60°C.(e drop in storage modulus after the glassy
region was caused by a change in the material’s elastic
behavior to viscoelastic behavior, visible in the transition
region. Compared to neat PLA, the storage modulus of the
PLA composites increased in both the glassy and rubbery
regions. (e 20wt.% CP-added composite had the highest
storage modulus, followed by the 15wt.%, 10wt.%, and
5wt.% CP-added composites. At 5°C, the storage modulus of
the 20wt.% CP composites were 35% higher than the neat
PLA.(is was due to an increase in the composite stiffness in
all three regions, which was a function of the reinforced CP
particles. (e increased stiffness of the composites resulted
from the better compatibility of the CP particles with the
matrix, which can be understood from Figure 3.

Figure 2(b) depicts the loss modulus of the PLA/CP
composites with varying wt.% of CP particles. In general, the
loss modulus increased until it attained the glass transition
temperature, followed by a precipitous fall. (e CP/PLA
composites followed a similar pattern. (e sudden drop in
the loss modulus after the glass transition temperature was
due to increased polymer mobility, which increased the
viscosity of the composite. For the composite with 20wt.%
CP, the loss modulus increased steadily until the peak value
(66°C), followed by a sharp decrease up to 82°C. A small peak
at 90°C was observed, which was due to cold crystallization.
In both the glassy and transition regions, the magnitude of
the loss modulus was more significant for the composites
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Figure 1: (a) Calotropis procera plant. (b) Neat PLA pellets. (c) PLA/CP pellets. (d) Samples used for DMA test.
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than the neat PLA. (e peaks of the composites were found
to be broad with distinct amplitude and temperature po-
sitions, owing to the development of complex relaxation
behavior as a result of the polymeric matrix’s restricted chain
mobility. (e displacement of the peak of the composite was
observed at lower temperatures compared to neat PLA,
owing to the increased flexibility of the composites that
resulted from the addition of CP particles.

Generally, the glass transition temperature can be de-
termined from the loss modulus concerning temperature.
However, the loss modulus was more sensitive to the mo-
lecular movements under the same deformation amplitude
in this case. (e glass transition temperature of the PLA/CP
composites was higher than that of the neat PLA due to the
restriction in polymer chain mobility caused by the addition
of the CP particles.

3.2. Melt Flow Index of CP/PLA Composites. Figure 4 reveals
the melt flow test results of the PLA/CP composites. (e

melt flow index of the neat PLA was 13 g/10min. (e melt
flow of the PLA was reduced after the addition of the CP
particles in a usual manner.(e reinforcement of 5wt.% and
10wt.% CP particle reinforcement revealed lower MFI when
compared to the neat PLA. However, the composites,
reinforced with 15wt.% and 20wt.% CP particles, possessed
higher MFI than the neat PLA and the other two PLA/CP
composites. (e lower MFI value at 5wt.% and 10wt.%
particle content was due to the strong interaction of the PLA
and CP particles, which restricted the movement of the
polymer chains, resulting in a reduction in the flowability of
the PLA/CP composite.

(e addition of CP particles increased the viscosity of the
molten PLA while decreasing its elasticity. However, this
mechanism depended on the particle loading content of the
PLA composite with 20wt.% CP having the highest MFI,
which was three times higher than the neat PLA. (e PLA
composite with 5wt.% CP had the lowest MFI. (e MFI of
the 20wt.% CP composite increased by 332% when com-
pared to the 5wt.% CP-added composite. (is increase was
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Figure 2: Storage modulus and loss modulus of PLA/CP.
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Figure 3: SEM image showing interaction of CP with PLA: (a) 15% CP composite and (b) 20% CP composite.
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primarily attributed to increased particle-to-particle inter-
action in the composites after the 15% and 20% CP particles,
respectively. At high testing temperatures, the bioparticles
lose their stability and interaction as thermal degradation
begins, resulting in a weak polymer-polymer link that allows
the polymer to move freely. (is reduces the polymer’s
viscosity, which increases the MFI.

3.3. Heat Deflection Temperature of CP/PLA Composites.
(e heat deflection temperature of the CP/PLA composites
is shown in Figure 5. After incorporating the CP filler
material into the PLA, the heat deflection temperature
gradually increased. (e addition of CP filler material to the
PLA matrix resulted in a 4% to 20% increase in heat de-
flection temperature. (e heat deflection temperature
gradually increased from 50°C to 58°C as the filler particle
content increases from 5wt.% to 20wt.%. Maximum en-
hancement was noted for the composite with 20wt.% CP,
20% higher than the neat PLA. A minimal enhancement
(4%) was noted for the composite with 5wt.% CP added.
Furthermore, lower polymer content at a higher CP content
increased the polymer-to-particle interaction rather than the
polymer-to-polymer interaction. (e increased particle-
polymer interaction probably accounted for the improved
HDT at 20% CP composites.

3.4. Vicat Softening Point of CP/PLAComposites. (e VSP of
the CP/PLA composites is depicted in Figure 6. (e VSP of
the neat PLA was around 55°C. When the filler was added to
the composites ranging from 5% to 20%, the VSP of the
composites increased from 57°C to 64°C. (is demonstrated
the effectiveness of the CP filler particles in PLA composites
against the VSP. (e needle penetrated to a depth of 1mm
inside the neat PLA at a lower temperature (55°C) than the
PLC/CP composites. (is was because the addition of CP to
the PLA increased its rigidity, which increased the hardness
of the composites.

Furthermore, increasing the temperature was not suf-
ficient to break the bonding between the PLA and CP
particles because of the increased stiffness of the composites.
(e increased stiffness was also the reason for the com-
posite’s increased VSP. (e composite’s storage modulus
results can explain the increased stiffness.

4. Conclusion

(e PLA-based biocomposites reinforced with natural filler
CP were successfully manufactured using the injection
molding process. (e thermal properties of the composites
were studied, including the dynamic mechanical analysis,
heat deflection temperature, melt flow index, and the Vicat
softening point. (e addition of CP particles to PLA in-
creased the thermal stability of the composites. (e 20wt.%
CP-added composite possessed the highest storage modulus,
followed by the 15wt.%, 10wt.%, and 5wt.% CP-added
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composites. (e glass transition temperature of the PLA/CP
composites was higher than the neat PLA due to the re-
striction in the polymer chain mobility caused by the ad-
dition of the CP particles. (e reinforcement of 5wt.% and
10wt.% CP particle reinforcement had lower MFI when
compared to the neat PLA. However, the composites with
15wt.% and 20wt.% CP-added composites had higher MFI
than the neat PLA and the other two PLA/CP composites.
(e heat deflection temperature of the 20wt.% CP com-
posites were 20% higher when compared to neat PLA. (e
maximum VSP for the 20wt.% CP composites were 64°C,
which was 16% higher than the neat PLA. (e increased
thermal stability was due to restriction in polymer chain
movement due to the addition of CP particles. (e findings
resultant of our investigation can be used to induce en-
hanced thermal resistance in the PLA-based biocomposites.
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